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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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SANTA FE, N. M., WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 17, 1904.

NO. 152.

wrath, but distant Virginia and remote
South Carolina caught the frenzy and
"If
said
in effect this foolish thing:
GBOWIHGJH 1HTEBEST
government can disregard the forms of
law, whenever, in government's opin
Mrs. R. G. Breeden Elected as Assistion, the forces of law are too weak
ant in the High School Cannot
and can punish the innocent without
trial because of the deeds of violators
Accept Position.
Action in China is Alleged to be
of the law, then are we none of us safe, Every Union Laborer of the Couna Violation of Intereven to the remote confines of Carolina
The annual meeting of the Santa Fe
try Will be Requested
or
ses
now
in
Teachers'
within the depths ot the woods of
County
Institute,
national Law.
to Assist.
Maine safe neither in our persons nor
sion in the high school building In this
our properties, nor in the pursuit of
city, is daily growing in Interest.
our happiness
the very difference be
The following persons have enrolled
FRICTION MAY RESULT since
tween a free government and a despot APPEALFROMDONNELLY
Monday: Miss Fannie McNulty,
ism being that a free government in
Cerrillos; Miss Katharine Gilday, Ma
accordance with some individual's dis President of Butcher's Union Goes
Mikado's Troops Capture Tsin Hill and drid; Ramon Bustos, Santa Cruz; and
Miss Mabel Meany, Miss Antonio Sil
cretionary notion of justice or neces
Also Occupy Dapindu
to Samuel Gampers
va and Camilo Padilla. of Santa Fe
sity." You will remember that all the
Pass
wisdom of King George's Cabinet could
for Help.
Yesterday Miss Julia Marie Collins and
Mrs. Ella C. Weltmer were interested
not put an end to this wanton fury,
even though the Cabinet answered:
London. Auk. 17. The Associated visitors, and today Mrs. L. A. Harvey
union
Chicago, Aug. 17. Every
Mrs. Weltmer, Miss Susan Weltmer
This concerns nobody except the town
Ja
that
afternoon
Press learned this
counman
woman
in
and
the
working
White Sulphur Springs. W. Va.. Aug. of his nomination bv the Republican of Boston." Our ancestors could not try, about three million in
on China and Ceferino Baca were in attendance.
Dan has made a demand
number, acVisitors are always welcome.
17. Henry Gassaway
Davis was for- - party to succeed himself, Mr. Cannon be quieted, but got worse and worse
an
of
ultima
nature
in
the
lato
the
of
practically
leaders
cording
organized
Tomorrow morning at eight o'clock mally notified today that he is the nom- - said: 'By blood, by inheritance, by ed- - unnl melr misguided counsels led to
turn that neutrality be immediately en
is to be asked to contribute to
bor,
two
in
classes
the
foolish
of
will
result
recite inee of the Democratic party for the ueation and by practice, we are a self-insurrection and a the
geography
forced in the case of the protected
support of the packing house strikat 8:30 o'clock, two classes in arithme
Mr. Davis accented governing people.' Are we to believe rree ana independent American gov ers.
cruiser Askold and the torpedo boat tic
President Donnelly said today
at
ernment
9:00,
grammar at 9:30, the nomination with a brief speech, re - 'that Mr. Cannon meant to intimate, e
that such an appeal would be sent out.
destroyers Grozovoi, now at Shanghai literature at English
10:15, physical
culture viewing the political situation, echoing converso, that nobody was of
"e na,e. now ever, made tne amen President Samuel Gompers, of the
Japan pointed out that a time limit of at 10:30,
physiology at 11:00, biology, sentiments of Judge Parker on the erning capacity unless by blood, edu- - de honorable for this silly business American Federation of Labor, Donnel24 hours was permitted by the inter
national law, and that Japan was at reading and spelling, United States his- money question and expressing a de cation or successful practice? If so, it bv our governmental strenuosity at ly said, would be asked to make an aptory at 11:30 o'clock.
termination to be successful in the is feared that he is getting back to Indianola, Mississippi. Not long since peal for funds.
liberty therefore to take such action
was alleged, although not proven
at
Dr.
o'clock
Friday
evening
eight
as may seem to be expedient. Should
campaign. Representative John Sharp our ancestors' blunder and may incur
R. MacArthur will lecture in the
Williams, of Mississippi, chairman of the danger of receiving the annroha- - notwithstanding the fact that there
China fail to comply immediately with John
room. The address will be the notification committee delivered tlon of some of those beknighted crea- - was a United btates marshal to arrest,
Las Vegas; W. S. Prager, Roswell;
Japan's demands, a division of the Jap- assembly
anese warships now in the vicinity of freo, and all persons interested in ed the address. The ceremonies were held tures known as Southern Democrats. a United States grand jury to indict Thomas D. Burns, Jr., Tierra Amarillar
ucation are invited to be present.
on the lawn of the White Sulphur We wonder if our ancestors in New and a United States petit jury to con- Charles
Shanghai will be instructed to enter
Schleter, Clayton; Harry F.
A
been re Springs hotel in the presence of hun- England, New York and Virginia had vict, that certain people in the town of
the port and capture the Askold and ceivedtelegram has just
is secretary of the
Lee,
Albuquerque,
by Professor J. A. Wood, saying dreds of Democrats.
The ceremonies been stupid enough to have some no Indianola had conspired together for board.
Grozovoi, as was done in the case of that Mrs. R. G.
i3 unable to wer
the
Breeden
of
incuman
purpose
preventing
marked with the utmost simplic- tion the converse of Mr. Cannon's ut
With regard to the
the Ryesbitelnl.
Amended Mining Regulations.
as instructor in the ity.
accept a
terance in their heads, and if they had bent of a federal office from continu
Ryeshitelni, Japan, it Is asserted, is Santa Fe position
is a copy of a departmentFollowing
on
to
schools
acocunt
office.
hold
of
that
is
illness.
ing
there
True,
based their actions on the fact that
Mr. Williams said:
determined not to comply with the Chi- Mrs. Breeden
al
of
letter
8, amending paraAugust
was elected as assistant "Mr. Davis
the 'noble red man' had none of 'the a ulain statute of the United States,
nese demand, that the vessel be reSir:
147 of the mining regulations
graph
w
in the high school, the position formeron
the
of
the
revised
pages
Iarse,
races in his
We have been anointed bv a most blod' of
turned to Che Foo. Japan insists that
and giving certain Instructions relative
to all intents and purposes Che Foo ly held by Miss Daisy Patterson.
notable convention as a committee to veins, none of that subtle force of mwww, providing punisnmenc ror to issuance of patents for mining
of
tnse
identical
mn-that
crime.
It
which accounts for so
guilty
has been the Russian base during the
claims:
notify you of your nomination by the 'heredity.'
and which is so hard to be accounted was' PerhaPs however, thought that the!
war, Chinese junks having been fitted SENATOR HOAR IS
Democracy as their choice for
Department of the Interior,
crime
not
could
in
be
for
alleged
if
proven
itself,
they thought that he had
out there and sent through the Japanof the United States. We
Washington, D. C.
a
coun
of Justice under the ordinary
not for any sufficient length of time
ese blockading vessels to Port Arthur.
August 12, 1904.
ON HIS DEATH BED desire to express the .pleasure we feel been 'educated' for the task of govern- - forms of law; that the forces of law, as
in having been selected to perform this
Russia Agrees to Disarmament.
'of the Genera
Commissioner
The
in
the precedent cited in Boston, were
men. or had no 'Dractice' in
St. Petersburg, Aug. 17. Russia has
Office:
Land
duty and our confidence in you, your ing white
such as seemed to lead to 'too weak' or not to be altogether re- Sir The Department is in receipt of
agreed to the disarmament of the Rus- Physicians Say That He Can But Sur faithfulness, honesty and wisdom. The it, except
the
conclusion
that he was not cap lied upon' by those in authority.
sian cruiser Askold, now at Shanghai.
vive a Few Days as Result of a
communication from your office, dated
people see in you one of the best prod
The admiralty does not confirm the reucts of the best period of American able of it.
18, 1904, submitting for consideraRelapse of Lumbago.
0ur testers, incomprehensibly, July
"The next great blunder In our early
tion
here draft of proposed amendinstitutions, a period whose salient
ported arrival of the Russian cruisers
even after they had had the wisdom of
Diana and Pallada at Vladlvostock. A
history consisted in their taking up
ment of paragraph 147 of the official
Worcester, Mass., Aug. 17. Senator characteristics were local
individuality, equal opportunity, arms against King George and his forcdispatch received this morning from George Frisbie Hoar is dying. His
mining regulations. The Department
es, when the latter were actuated, as persisted in their madness and folly has deemed it necessary to make cer
Vladlvois
; freedom to work, freedom
at
who
freedom
and
said
this
he
Viceroy Alexieff,
physician
morning that
to
be enlightened,
and still
stock, makes no mention of the two could live not longer than three days. to buy and sell, freedom to compete in they themselves confessed, only by refusing
on with miraculous fanaticism tain changes in the draft submitted;
hung
the
kindest
of
in
His
designs
illness
industrial
weeks
'benevolently
and the paragraph in question amendseveral
life, resulting
warships.
began
ago
our re to the belief, that only the guilty ed to read as follows, is hereby apfreedom to develop as one's own assimnaung to rnemseives
with lumbago, and last night he suffer
Japanese Occupy Tsin Hill.
Continued on Page Three.
sources and our opportunities.
You,
Mukden, Aug. 17. The Japanese ed a relapse, which it is feared makes master and not merely as the
proved:
a
who
have
sir,
147.
have occupied Tsin Hill on the Rus- his case hopeless.
and
industrial
Republican
If an ojcial mineral survey has
servant of another. They see in you and, therefore, possess culture bv af
sian extreme left. A small force of
been made in the vicinity, within a
OFFICIAL
MATTERS
what Oliver Wendell Holmes said is finity at least, will hardly believe that
reasonable distance, a further connect
Japanese infantry occupied Dapindu FODR PERSONS
our ancestors were stupid enough to
e
a rare thing, 'a
man.'
Pass August 15th, the Russian outposts
ing line should be run to some corner
Is Named as Trustee.
fight against the principle, which we so
I
retiring.
thereof; and in like manner all con
DIE IN COLLISION I 'Just before leaving home said that frankly recognize in the Philippines,
Governor Otero has appointed A. D.
Russian Cruisers Missing.
flicting surveys and locations should
was going to West Virginia, with
Vargas of Ojo Caliente, as a member be so connected, and the corner with
London, Aug. 17. A dispatch from
some others, to notify you of jjpur nom- viz: that it is perfectly right,
of the board of trustees of the New connection is made in each case deto
a
cover
for
and
flag
proper,
St. Petersburg says that up to yesterChicago and. Great Western Train ination. One of my brother's little emblemize two
scribed. Such connections
entirely different sorts Mexico Reform Schocl at E'. Rito.
will be
day neither the armored cruiser
Crashes Into Three Loaded Trolboys, standing by, said, 'Unclj John, he of
one for ourselves 'at
Appointed Asylum Regent.
nor the cruiser Rossia, of the
government,
made and conflicts shown according,
must be a mighty big goose if he hasn't
Cars in Chicago.
ley
Oscar C. Snow, of Alamogordo, has to the boundaries of the
Vladivostock squadron, which were enneighboring
heard of it already.' In a certain way, home,' protecting individual, civil and been
furand
to
appointed by Governor Otoro as or conflicting claims as each is markedk
political
liberty
pretending
gaged Sunday with the Japanese
which we are
Chicago, Ills., Aug. 17. Three sub- the notification with
squadron, had succeeded in reaching urban electric cars collided with a pas- charged is perfunctory and unneces- nish another for others 'in the colonies' a member of the boar'' of trustees of defined and actually established upon
absolute and discretionary In its the New Mexico institute for the blind the ground. The mineral surveyor will
Vladivostock, and their whereabouts senger train on the
Chicago and Great sary, and yet it is well to maintain by character and
are unknown.
avowedly limiting indus- at Alamogordo.
fully and specifically state in his reWestern Railroad at Forty Eighth some degree of formality that respectPublic Funds Received.
necestrial
there
the
turn how and by what visible evidevelopment
by
Japan Fears Loss of Prestige.
Street and Colorado Avenue this after- ful observance which is due to great
The following public funds were re dences he was able to Identify on the
St. Petersburg, Aug. 17. Informa- noon. Four
sity of commercial exploitation for the
a
events.
The
nomination
outwere
killed
great
by
persons
tion received in St. Petersburg fore- right, four others badly injured, and party to the great office to which we benefit of the 'home' manufacturer. ceived today by Territorial Treasurer ground the several conflicting surveys
We know
of course, that all our J. H. Vaughn: From Oscar Lohman, and those which appear according
shadows that Japan will decline to re- fifteen
call you, the
carrying ancestors' now,
injured.
about
'Inalienable treasurer and collector of Dona Ana
talk
store the Ryeshitelni or make reparareturned tie or boundary lines to
of
over
with it the duty
the
presiding
Miof
'no
on
taxation County, taxes for 1902, $87.34; taxes conflict, if they were so identified, and
and
that
the
the
right'
tion,
contrary,
Senate of the United States and the
without representation,' habeas corpus for 1903, $389.92.
kado will contend that Russia, in send- CHILOERS ENTERS
report errors or discrepancies found by
possibility of succession to the Presi- and
him in any such surveys. In the surApproved Plats Filed.
right of trial by jury, freedom of
ing a destroyer to Che Foo on an imis a great event.
dency,
Surveyor General M. O. Llewelhn vey of contiguous claims which constl- portant military mission became reEMPHATIC DEHIAL
"As soon as I learned that I was, by the press, freedom of speech and freetute a consolidated group, where corsponsible for the violation of Chinese
resolution of the convention, to be the dom of assembly,' were only a pretext has filed approved McKinley County
14 ,15, ners are
to
of
fractional
in
resorted
townships
plats
by
common, bearings should be
ranting
'insurgents'
neutrality, which Japan at the opening Has Not
for
the
of
committee
the
Resigned and His Resigna- mouthpiece
order to throw off the 'civilizing influ- - and 16 north, ranges six and seven mentioned but once.
of the war promised to respect to the
I
this
of
task,
performance
pleasant
tion Ha. Not Been Demanded.
of the best government, which west in the United States Land Office
extent which the Russians did. NeverIn this connection, it may be re
began to look about me in order to see encej
had that far witnessed. We After formp publication for thirty marked that a mineral patent Is with
world
the
theless, it is understood that Great
had
been
the
how
performed
by
duty
to the New Mexican.
wm the record in a
Britain, as an ally of Japan, advised Special
mining case on appeal
others. I found from recent perfor have not been stupid enough to confine days, the land in said townships
Aug. 17, 1904. The
Albuquerque,
to
our
to
mere
words
for
this
be
to
is
entry.
believed
the
It
open
apology
here, in which but one monument,
apologize.
Japan
In the
mances
a
of
similar
character
Official Surveys Returned.
Mikado realizes this course will please statement which appeared in yester- Republican camp that for a notification mistake in our history; we have apolostated therein to be situate at corner
western powers but that Japan will not day's New Mexican In a dispatch from speech a historical essay is altogether gized by deeds of confession. It seems
Surveyor General Morgan O. Llew No. 1 of the claim there in question.
we could, as a people, ellyn has received the returns of the is found to be mentioned, notwithstand
follow it because it would mean a loss Albuquerque that my resignation as the proper thing,
absolutely necessary strange that
of prestige in China, where concession United States Attorney for the District for the emergency. A Brief Historical have prospered industrially and other- official survey of the Memphis Group, ing four monuments are referred to
Mineral Survey No. 1207, comprising and described in the report of the dephas already been transmitted to mean of New Mexico has been demanded by Disquisition upon Some of the Blunders wise, as we have prospered, so
the Attorney General of the United
In
our
all
the Memphis lode, Memphis Mill Site uty mineral surveyor accompanying
weakness.
both
sir,
history,
as Viewed from the
States or that I intended resigning the of our Ancestors Wisdom of
as
as
and the Vicksburg, Little Rock. Oma- - the approved survey of the claim, as
Colonies
in
and
of
Port Arthur Reported Taken.
States,
spite
of the
RepubliStandpoint
unI
now
is
hold,
absolutely
St, Petersburg, Aug. 17. A rumor Is position
upon the ground. It has also been
can Statesmen who have Embraced the monstrous error this unholy re- ha, Cuba, Venus, Iowa and Morgan
this denial.
bellion.
lode claims, all situate in the Burro
the four corners of the claim
again in circulation here that Port Ar- true. Please publish B.
Life.
Strenuous
the
W.
CHILDERS.
in G.art formally reported to the Department
district
mountain
thur has fallen, but the source is not
mining
"Coming on down the current of
"The first of these consisted in disclaimant, C. Amory Stevens that the practice has prevailed In youf
traceable, and it seems to have no
man the time, we found another period of pop- County; made
red
the
criminating
against
more foundation than previous rumors
by John U. McK.ee, u. . nffinp fr. a trraattzr nr lasc (ivfan t nf 1q.
survey
SEPTEMBER WHEAT
Image of God in Cherry on account ular hysterics, that Is incomprehensi- deputy mineral surveyor.
'suing mineral patents in which no men
to the same effect.
of his race and color and previous con- ble to us of a wiser generation, In view
Homestead Entries.
tion whatever is made of any of the
Captain ?id Officers Drown.
redition. Our ancestors said it was on of some enlightening facts in our
SOARS ON THE
entries monuments reported and described by
The following homestead
Tokio, Aug. 17. The captain and all
cent
troublemen
Some
in
the
or
Inherited
history.
account of the Inherent,
were filed yesterday in the United the deputy mineral surveyors.
superior officers of the Russian cruiser
DOARD race traits, tendencies and supposed some little town of Boston, masquerad- States Land Office:
CHICA60
Your attention Is directed to the reAdwas
Vice
sunk
which
by
Rurik,
incapacities, of which his color was ing as Indians, seized and threw into
C.
under section 2325, ReDavid
Crowell,
Wagon
miral Kamimura, August 14, were lost.
8019,
quirements
the
sea certain cases of tea belonging
but the outward sign. Be that claim
20 N, R vised Statutes, that an applicant for
T
13,
section
SW
officers were saved, 44
Twenty-threMound,
Report, of an Alarming Outlook In pretense or sincerity,' we found to our to certain merchants of the East India 21 E 160 acres l:i Mora
mineral patent shall file with his apCounty.
of the wounded men from the Rurik
Northwest States and Canada
astonishment, that 'the door of oppor- Company. That this was a violation of
Manuel
Mound,
have been taken to the naval hospital
Garcia,
plication a plat and field notes of the
Wagon
8020,
Caused a Panic.
g
law, no man in England or America
tunity and hope in the way of
11, T 20 N, R 21 claim or claims in common, made by
S
section
SE
at Sasebo.
had
violators
of
that
the
the
any doubt;
and voting had been closed to
section 14, T 20 or under the direction of the United
E and NW 2 NE
Chicago, Aug. 17. September wheat Lo! the Poor Indian. He was not in- law were amenable to punishment un- N, R 21
160 acres in Mora County. States surveyor general, showing acE,
der
the
its
usual
processlaw, through
sold at 109 on Chicago Board of Trade vited by the Select Men in ConnectiTHREE GEORGIA
8021 Jose D. Gallegos, Progress, NE curately the boundaries of the claim
today, 4 points higher than yester cut, nor by the electors of the self-- es, amongst which were indictments
section 9, T 3 N, R 10 E, or claims, which shall be distinctly
SW
a
and
a
trial
by
petit
NEGROES LYNCHED day's close. December advanced from governing towns in Massachusetts, to by grand jury
section 9, T 8 N, marked by monuments on the ground,
SE
NW
and
105 cents to 110. These prices marked help govern our ancestors and the jury, none doubted. With a wisdom,
4
section 9, and that within the sixty days' period
NW
SE
10
R
and
E,
of
however,
the
that
equalled only by
a new record, far above all previous country which they had committed to
Valencia of publication he shall file a certifiin
160
3
acres
10
R
T
E,
N,
Murderer of the Hodge. Family are
high points. Intense excite- their charge, nor did our ancestors United States, these usual remedies by
cate of the surveyor general; that the
County.
were
iglaw,
Made Victim, of Enraged Citiagainst
ment attended trading. The market promise to assimilate him. This first
plat is correct, with such further deBoard.
zens of Statesboro.
closed within half a cent of the top violation in America of the divine right nored by that sapient statesman, King. Meeting of the Sheep Sanitary
by such reference to natural
scription
Terof
the
Solomon
Luna,
as
President
too
dereeds
to
weak
George,
being
for September and one cent for De- of manhood, suffrage and the cherished
or
ispermanent monuments as
objects
has
Board,
in
an extreme like that. The ritorial Sheep Sanitary
Savanah, Ga., Aug. 17. A telephone cember. Reports of an alarming out- fundamental dogma that all men of all pend upon
shall identify the claim, and furnish
of
a
the
call
Was
a
for
sued
the
special
that
meeting
consequence
entire
that
from
Statesboro
in
to
wheat
poputhe northwest states races are equally capacitated
look for
message
says
gov
an accurate description, to be incorHandy Ball, a negro implicated as the and Canada seemed to turn nearly ev- ern themselves, and especially to gov- lation of Boston, men, women and board on Tuesday, August the 23d, at
porated with the patent.
at
in
this
office,
executive
the
city,
of
Hodchildren,
observers
as
law
the
well
in
leader
of
the
in
the
the
Into
murder
the
individual
a
ern
frantic
ring
others, haa doubtless been
pit
ery
In view of the foregoing, and of the
as
which
were
important questions concerning
ge, family, by the confession of two buyer. Cable advices were very bull- 'Iliad of all our woes.' Plainly it was
punished and
negroes, who were burned at the stake ish and there were indications of large what the Boston Transcript "o elo the Boston port bill was passed, thus the sheep industry and a proposed provisions of the mining regulations
yesterday, was similarly dealt with a foreign buying orders in this market. quently calls 'colorphobia.' We uld in a fashion royally excommunicating quarantine against New Mexico sheep pursuant thereto, it is to be observed
few miles from Statesboro late last
not account for it, except perhaps on a the little town, commercially and in- are to be considered and acted upon. that the practice referred to is unau- The
Is
report generally credited The Santa Fe announces a round trip line of thought suggested by a sen dustrially. Then came that strange Every member of the board is request- - thorized and unwarranted. Hereafter,
night
at Statesboro.
unaccountable outbreak of popu ed to be present. The board consists your office will be careful to include in
rate to Portland, Oregon, of 145.75, ac- tence in the notification address of the and
ar
hysteria to which I have referred. of tlfe following: Solomon Luna, Los every mineral patent an adequate and.
count of the annual mining congress to Permanent Chairman of the Chicago
Continued on Page Four.
All legal blanks at the New Mexican. be held there August 22 to 27.
Convention. Informing the President ,ct clT " New England rose in Lunas, president; Harry W. Kelley,
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MAX. FROST
PAUL A. F. WALTER.

Editor

Manager and Associate Editor.
PERCY F. KNIGHT,
Secretary and Treasurer.

publican party contends for nothing
more and nothing less. It agrees with
the Democratic candidate that "any
other course would be not only false
economy, but pusillanimous."
Judge Parker protests that he will
not be a candidate again if elected.
But so did an eminent gentleman who
accepted a nomination from the Democratic party 'n 1884, and hia valuable
services to the country raise a doubt
of the soundness of the proposition laid
down by himself and repeated by the
.Irst citizen of Esopus.

Entered as Second Class matter at
the Santa Fe Postoffice.
S!GLE STATEHOOD
Tbe New Mexican is the oldest
wwspaper in New Mexico. It is sent
to every postoffice in the Territory,
fnd has a larg- - and growing circulation among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, per week, by carrier
$1
Daily, per month, by carrier
Daily, per month, by mail
1
raily, one year by mail
4
I Jly, six months, by mail
2
t'1lv. three months, by mail

rear

V

Weekly, fix months
er quarter
Weekly
Week': i.er month

25
00
T5

50
00

00

2 00
l CO
75

"I DO NOT UNDERSTAND YOU
NEW MEXICO PEOPLE! . NONE OF
YOU SHOULD BE WILLING TO ACCEPT JOINT STATEHOOD, AS YOU
WILL GET SINGLE STATEHOOD
JUST AS SOON AS JOINT STATE
HOOD. MAKE YOUR FIGHT ON
THE SINGLE STATEHOOD LINE; I
WILL HELP YOU HERE AND IN
REMARKS OF AN
WASHINGTON!"
OF THE
MEMBER
INFLUENTIAL
COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS IN
THE CHICAGO REPUBLIOAN CONVENTION. THIS MAN HOLDS ONE
OF THE MOST IMPORTANT PUBLIC POSITIONS IN HIS STATE AND
AND STRONG IN
IS PROMINENT
THE NATION'S CAPITAL.

"WHERE IS HE AT?"
In looking over the latest flies of
New York and eastern papers it is fully
demonstrated that with the exception
of a few hide bound Democratic and
anti imperialistic papers, the speech
of acceptance of Judge Parker delivered on the 10th instant Is not considered a strong political or campaign
effort and flaws in it are picked in near
ly every line. The verdict of the press
and of the people generally is that the
more it is read and considered that it
is quite a mediocre effort and isnot at
all conclusive upon some of the lead
The Now
ing issues of the campaign
York Evening Sun in referring to it
thinks that the speech may be sum- med up for the whole American of.
public in one phrase. He says the St.
Louis platform is "admirable." The
Sun is of the opinion that this is the
totality: Not a word has the Democratic candidate to say about the national finances, although he must realize that his party in the public estimation cannot be trusted to administer
them. It was for him, as twice a supporter of the free silver candidate, to
justify the faith that he professed in
the message which made his candidacy
respectable and its success possible.
There is nothing to choose between
Judge Parker's reference to tariff revision and what President Roosevelt
had to say on the subject, but it may be
observed in behalf of the Democratic

IN THE 59TH
CONGRESS.
"The Citizen is publishing the letters
from United States Senators and Congressmen to show the people that it
is waste of time and energy to further
insist upon single statehood for New
Mexico.
It is up to the people of the
two territories to accept joint statehood or remain as territories.
"The letters also show the high regard held for Delegate Rodey by the
members of Congress." Albuquerque
Citizen.
That is all right from the Citizen's
standpoint, but it is not all right from
the standpoint of the interests of the
majority of the people of the Territory.
These demand single statehood or no
statehood at all for two or three years
to come. The assertions of United
States Senators and members of the
House of Representatives of the present Congress likely picture the situation as it is in the 58th Congress correctly. But this Congress goes out of
office on March the 4th, in the year of
our Lord 1904, and God speed it!
From a national standpoint, the 58th
Congress has been a good one; from
the New Mexico view it has been a
poor one. The 59th Congress will in
all likelihood be much more favorably
disposed towards the just claims of
this Territory for single statehood and
in the opinion of this paper and judging by letters it has received frm
Senators who will be members of the
coming Congress, single statehood will
stand an excellent chance in that body.
If the joint statehood boomers insist
on publishing a lot of opinions from
gentlemen who care as muc'i about
New Mexico as they do about the
canals in Mars they can do it ad lib
itum.
if
They should remember
are Republican newspapers,
they
that they are injuring the chances
for the success of their party on
election day next November. The New
Mexican is convinced that the majority of the people of this Territory and
especially of its native born citizens
want single statehood and would rather wait a few years than have joint
statehood given now. This paper has
advocated the interests of the people
of New Mexico for nearly four decades
an" WUI not nirn n tnem now ,n or- uel lo ,,eP a Wfw local property in
lerests or a "m,u numDer or poll
ucian a wno want to DreaK into tne
United States Senate and snap up the
other good things which will be on the
pie counter should New Mexico be
given joint statehood. This paper
does not believe in a feast for the few
and distress for the many.
The question is a burning one and
the politicians who play with these
very hot and extremely live coals will
be burned and that severely.
The New Mexican feels it is right in
this position and will fight it out on
this line, campaign after campaign, if
The
necessary.
statehood
joint
scheme is very dangerous to Republican success in this fall's campaign.
and the New Mexican does not mind
saying so, and that every day.

candidate that hi.i own party handled
the subject gingerly. The President

It is announced that the Hon. Jerry
however, made his meaning
clear, Simpson, now a resident of Roswell, N.
while Judge Parker nibbled at the bait M., will be a candidate for delegate
like a sunfish. The force of his re- - from the Territory of New Mexico to
marks, if there is any in them, is Congress before the Democratic
by the admission that with the(vention at Las Vegas Aug. 25.
Mr.
Senate inevitably Republican for four Simpson has not been heard from much
years, the Democratic
party, in the in recent years. But it is understood
event of his election, would not be able that he has lost none of his old vigor
to carry through any scheme of re- - und fire and that he is as devoted to
con-broke- n

vision-

radical ideas as ever.

-

New

Mexico

There is law enough to curb lawless could scarcely send a stronger man to
trusts, says Judge Parker In which no represent her in the house and the
doubt he is right but, If he is rash in country at large would rejoice in
opinion, by all means, he says, let(ing "Jerry" once more in the center
us have more law, with the help of the of the congressional stage. Johnson,
Constitution.
Pennsylvania, Democrat.
He is not to be caught napping by
This Pennsylvania newspaper may
either side of any controversy; so in like to see Jerry Simpson in congress
discussing the state of anarchy that .as a delegate from New Mexico, but it
lately prevailed in Colorado, he finds may rest assured that this will not
both employers and miners at fault, harpen, at least not in this year of our
and intimates that 'somebody ought to Lord. Should the gentle Jerry be
been punished. He gravely sug- inated, he will be swamped by a
that the essence of good
that will astonish even him.
ment was not working in Colorado at
.
. ,
the time.
,
mere are numDers
oi Hosiery makventures the opinion ers
.judge
among the native citizens of this
that no citizen of the United States
can tolerate the thought of permanent- Territory, and they will take a great
deal of pleasure in voting against
ly denying the right of
"Sockless Jerry Simpson" should he
to the Filipinos, and he opines that "we be nominated
on the Democratic ticket
shall certainly rue it as a nation if we
As far as that is con- delegate.
jfor
make any such attempt." This, after a
will be thousands and
there
cerned,
scrutiny of the acceptance, we must thousands of men who ars not
hosiery
pronounce the most radical statement makers who will vote
against him. It
made by the Democratic candidate. It
would not be surprising were the Rebecomes ludicrous when we recall that ntthlfjtOna
TV,,,..!
1... .,
nnfi'ir
"
President Roosevelt said in his speech1
n
than
did
19f2
larger
they
majority
Ws have established
.
cf
;?. . tee:
Iwere Jerry to receive the Democratu
1(1,1:.-- a gUIGJJIUlCUl
liJ
IJ,
llltl ic nomination.
leans assisted oy ritipinos. we are
steadily striving to transform this into
11 is becoming a
nip and tuck race
by the Filipinos as- a to who are the biggest liars
sisted by Americans."
war, the
Parker insists that we are not cerning the
a military people, but "of course," he st- Petersburg correspondents or the
hastens to say, "such armament as may refugees on Chinese junks. All these
be necessary for the security of the fellows seem to be tarred with the
country and the protection of the same brush and that is evidently the
rights of its citizens, at home and one u'ed on Annanias and Saphira
abroad, must be maintained." The Re- - iuit a number of years ago.

THE FARMER FAILS
ind
In health just as does the city-mahe fails commonly from the same cause,
The farm is a
stomach trouble."
wholesome place to live ; the farmer's
life is a heatthy life ; but no external advantages can overcome the effects of ?
diseased stomach. When the stomach
and its allied
organs of digestion and nutrn,

ition

are
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dis-

fectly digested
and assimilated,
and the consequent loss of
nurtitiou results
In physical debility.
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EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Offle
in the CapitoL

Phone

RICHARD H. HANNA,
Attorney at Law,
66.
Offices Griffin Block.
EUGENE A. F1SKE,

BENJAMIN

M.

a. j. palbn, PmUm

Law-Sant- a

READ,

Attorney-at-Law- .

Office

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

Lanta Fe,
Sena Block.

WILLIA--

d

N. M.

Palace At

H. H. LLEWELLYN,

Attorney-at-Law- .

HENRY U WALDO, View

It

Las Cruces, New Mexico,
District attorney for Dona Ana Oteroi
Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties.
Third Judicial District.

builds up the
body with sound flesh and solid muscle.
"I used ten bottles of Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery and several vials of his
' IMeasant Pellets '"a
year ago this spring, and
have had uo trouble with indigestion since."
writes Mr. W. T. Thompson, of Towusend.
Broadwater Co., Montana. "Words fail to tell
how thankful I am for the relief, as I had suffered so much and it seemed that the doctors
could do me no good. I got down in weight to
one hundred and twenty-fiv- e
pounds, and was
not able to work at all. Now I weigh nearly
one hundred and sixty and can do a day's work
on the farm. I have recommended your medicine to several, and shall always have a good
word to say for Dr. Pierce and his medicines."

BANK

THE FIRST NATIONAL

CHAS. F. EASLEY.

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney-at-Law- ,
Santa Fe, if, M.,
Land and mining business a specialty.

SANTA FE, HEW MEXICO

B. C. ABBOTT,

Attorney-at-Law- .

The sole motive for substitution is to
permit the dealer to make the little more
profit paid by the sale of less meritorious medicines. He gains ; you lose,
therefore accept no substitute for" Golden

Practices in the District and 8
preme Courts. Prompt and careful attention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Countie
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and Saa
Juan. Santa Fe, N. M.

United States Designated Depositary.

Medical Discovery "

Chairman Tom Taggart, of Indiana,
is taking your Uncle Henry Gassaway
Davis at his word and is getting him
to help the Democratic campaign in
the best way possible; namely by signing checks for large amounts of money,
which are readily cashed, as your Uncle Henry is quoted as being worth
from 30 to 40 millions of dollars. He
will be able to keep Chairman Tom in
an enviable state of mind and plethoric
condition of pocket.
have
Several leading Democrats
come to the conclusion that the often-e- r
they read Judge Parker's speech of
acceptance of his nomination for the
Presidency the less they know "where
they are at," and the less they know
what to believe their party principles
are. They might become "know nothings" again.
Judge Alton Brooks Parker is sure
that the Democrats will win this year.
That is the way William Jennings Bry
an talked in 1896 and 1900. He lost,
although Judge Parker voted for him.
General Kuropatkin has about
cluded that he should have commenced
"retiring" sooner and should have kept
it up with great alacrity. He is now
paying for his slowness.
con-

President Roosevelt Is evidently not
worrying over the political situation.
He is increasing in weight right along.
CHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK.
The Mexican Central has
recently
placed on sale tickets to New York and
return going via the Mexican Central
to either Vera Cruz or Tampico; thence
Wa the famous Ward Steamship Line
to New York. The return will be by
rail over any line to El Paso. The entire trip covering thousands of miles,
Mora
Havana, Cuba, and Its famous
Castle, Newport and a dozen of the
United States.
largest cities of the
can be made for 122.50. A more delightful trip cannot be planned as atop
over privileges are allowed and the tickets are good for one year from the
date of sale. The trip includes the City
of Mexico, the
"Paris of America,"
Further information can be secured by
addressing W. 8. Mead, C. R. Hudson,
general passenger agent, or W. D.
Murdock, assistant general passenger
agent.

RMCvattd and

Cuisine and TsVe
Service Unaxealimf

Refur- -

LAS CRUCES,

Attorney-at-La-

(District Attorney 2d Judicial District)
Practices in the District Courts and
the Supreme Court of the Territory, also before the United States Supreme
Court In Washington.
ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO.

Samel e Boons for Commercial Aon.

New Mexico
Santa Pe
sosaiwisssBroiiisisaaasissg3saoaaaoanaaoa

A. B. RBNBHAN,
Attorney-at-La-

"STRONGEST IN THEJWORLD."

w.

Practices la the Supreme and DistrM
Court. Mining and Land Law a speda)
ty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Bulldlag, Pali
ace Avenue, Saata Fe, N. M.

THE EQUITABLE ;LIFE
ASSURANCE SOCIETY
OF THE UNITED STATES.

OSTEOPATHY

HENRY B. HYDE, Founder.

DR. CHARLES A. WHBELON,
Osteopath.
No. 103 Palace Avenue.
Successfully treats acute and chroate
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No Charge for Consultation.

FREEDOM,
From worry aboot your ftrtor etf yon live !

Hours:

INDEPENDENCE
From want for yonr family if yon die !
An adequate Endowment in the

EQUITABLE

2

m.,

2-- 5

p. m.

Phone

16

DENTISTS
DR. C. N. LORD,
Office,

Store.

gives both

Kahn Block, over Spitz' Jewelry
South Side of Plaza.

C. O. HARRISON, D. D. S..
Office: Over Fischer's Drug Store.

On the Plasa.
(Successor to Dr. Manley.)

Delays are dangerous.

Take out your policy now.

Civil Engineers

JAMES W. ALEXANDER, President.
JAMES H. HYDE,

Vice-Preside-

Stenography

n"uxnr

&

Typewriting,

LEW H. BLAKE,
Stenography and Typewriting.
Notary Public.
135 Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
Calls promptly answered.
Office Phone 76. Residence Phone 151

A. P. HOGLE

Undertaker and
Funeral Director

NOTARY PUBLIC, STENOGRAPHER
AND TYPEWRITER.
TRANSLATIONS
From Spanish into English and from
English into Spanish carefully made.
Office West Side of Plaza.
FRANGISCO DELGADO,
Santa Fe, N. M.

OAXJBTSO STREET

1st, 1904.

Surveyors
'

Albuquerque, N. M.
MRS. L. A. HARVEY, Agent,
102 Chapelle St., Santa Fe, N. M

Beat of Itefeence Given as an EMBALMED.

Santa Fe 10:10 a. m.
to connect with No. 2, east bound, with

&

JAY TURjUIY,
Civil Engineer and Surveyor,
Irrigation Work a Specialty.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
Santa Fe, N. M.

nt.

EDWARD GRUNSFELD, Manager,

No. 722 leaves

RESIDENCE

Night

Calla

ARCHITECTS

'PHONE mi.

HOLT & HOLT.

Tat

Architects and Civil Engineers.
Maps and surveys made, buildings
and construction work of all kinds
Office,
planned and superintended.

wines!

41

Montoya Building,
Phone 94.

"OUR PLACE"

Will Be Pound B pull Una of Table Wines for Family
Orders by Telephone rVfll Be Promptly FUled : :

W. R. PRICE,

Trad.

i

t

$

Santa Fe,

Prop.

I

N. M.

t

P. F. HANLEY

The

Keep your business ever before the
public by adv rtl.ing in your home
paper. A good advertiser always has
tuccess in acy honest enterprise.

NEW MHXICO,

FRANK W. CLANCY,

WILLIAM VAUGHN. PROP.

TIME TABLE.
EFFECTIVE JUNE

New Mexican Printing Com-panis headquarters for engraved
cards de visite in New Mexico. Get
your work done here and rov will be
pleased in every particular.

WADE,

Practices in all the courts.
"Mining cases and mineral patents
a specialty."

The Palace Hotel
Larp

C.

Attorney-at-Law- .

Thrauf hoat

SANTA FE ROUTE
connection from El Paso and southern
California. Returning, arrive at Santa
Fe 12:01 p. m.
No. 727 leaves Santa Fe at 7:25 p.
m., to connect with No. 7, makes connection for passengers going east on
No. 8 and also brings passengers and
mail from No. 1 west bound No. 7
makes all local stops between Lamy
and Albuquerque, returning arrives at
Santa Fe, at 9:25 p. m.
All Santa Fe trains run through solid from Chicago to California and carry free chair cars, tourist and Pullman
sleepers.
Through sleeping car reservation arranged for on application.
H. S. LUTZ,
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
City ticket office, Catron block, east
side Plaza.

EDWARD

IMNMNMMNNMN)

1.-

Russia-Japanes-

MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law.
New Mexico
Santa Fe

Fe, N. M.
Supreme and District Court Practiot.

E, Laconic, Ptoprietota

Pierce's"

Golden Medical
Discovery cures
diseases of the
stomach and
other organs of
digestion and
nutrition, and
enables the per-- I
e c t digestion
and assimilation

of food.

JB CIGARS I

Attorneys at Law.

Attorney and Counselor at

hav-thi- s

nom-hav-
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eased, the food
eaten is imper-
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WAGJVER

"Licensed Embalmer,"
San Francisco Street.
ton reeUenee Telephone Ho. s.

10,
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Night

CORONADOTENTCITV

"RIGHT UP TO N0UT

6o West to the Ocean This Summer
GO

TO COHOjMDO TEJ1T CITY

Coronado Tent City is the wonder of the Pacific Coast.

The

it

climate

perfect, the Camp is healthful, the tents are comfortable, and there is plen
ty to eat. There are a great many other attractions at Coronado, and along
the line of the Santa 7e, tickets are on sale Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat
urdays, round trip from Santa Fe,

$41.90.

For further particulars

Gee

Santa

Fe agents.

Santa Fe

All

the Way

$38.45
California and Return

For full particulars address the undersigned.
Descriptive literature Free.
IJ. S. LUTZ, Ticket Agent, A., T. b S. F. Iy. Co.,

SANTA FE, N. M.

EL PASO ROUTE
Pacific Railway

r

He trouble to aftvyer questions'
TAIE

NIGHT EXPRESS

j-

NEW'jrfMiGiittNEW
n

Lews

ki

a j.
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El Paso Dally at 6:50 p. m. Mountain Tim.

This handsome solid Testlhuled train Direct connections made for sU
and Booth east
through to New Orleans, fhwt North, Bast
rates and other
For
schedules,
without
change.
Louis
and
St
port
Carries through sleepers Los Angeles formation call on or address,
J&tik
I Chicago and Intermediate points.

mi

t

R. W. CURTIS

Southwestern

Passenger Agent

EL PASO,

It, O. LEONARD
Shaveling Passenger Aptnt
EL PASO, TEXA8

TEXAS

B. P. TUMIB
Gen. Passenger and Ticket
DALLAS,

TlXAS

6.

Republican-British-Crown-C-

If you're going to make the California tour, this is your chance to do it
economically, comfortably, and thoroughly. On sale August 15 tc Sept.
Limited to October 23.
J
11, inclusive.
J
jt

"That would be bad enough, but not
as ban a case I know of the case of
a man who was once elected Vice-Pre- s
ident, and who, becoming President
later, 'tickled the ears of the groundless, but made the judicious to grieve.'
Mr. Root forgot that Democratic Presidents are never killed and that they
never die while holding office, although
some of them do afterwards.
"In further comment upon Hon. Eli- hu Root's notification of your nomination, I will hazard the remark, in reply
to one of exceeding good taste on his
part, that it is better to run the risk
of incurring, as in due course of the
flesh we all must, physical 'inability,'
than to have been born with that peculiar mental 'inability' for any possible
task in life, which consists of taking
ourselves too seriously
and nobody
else with respect of reverence.
"In real conclusion, Mr. Davis, it is
a sincere pleasure indeed to know and
to be able to help to place in high position a man of your character and
sense and modesty, a man who has
the result of a life of continence, temperance,
and useful
and honest industry, presents a picture, in virile, though advanced, age,
of mens sana in compore sano, which
is a delight to the eye, a satisfaction
to the soul and was taught by wise ancients to be the summum bonum of individual earthly existence.

is hope for the Republic as
continues to move forward
as
it
long
in the tried ways of the Old World,
divorcing itjself from outgrown American, landmarks. That we are moving
and divorcing there is no doubt.
Standing now in the dawn of the twentieth century; having forbidden the
reading of the Declaration of Independence in a part of the country's do
main; with courts ready to decide
that the Constitution is not a written
letter to be read and obeyed, but a
dancing panorama, 'changing itself to
suit changing conditions;' having put
our foot down, wisely and firmly, upon
freedom of speech and freedom of assembly and freedom of the press in
Colorado and those 'appurtenant-appendages- ,
where freedom of speech,
press and assembly might be awkward for us; having joined the holy alliance of land grabbing nationalities;
having discovered that God's command
against robbery and theft does not apply to men in the aggregate, acting
as nationalities, when robbing communities of their independence or THE REPLY OF
'benevolently
assimilating' their reHENRY
DAVIS
sources amid all these reversals of
historical blunders of our past, I
boldly aver that we need not despair of
"Mr Chairman and Gentlemen of the
the Republic.
Convention:
The official notification
"True, there are those who say with
blind fatuity, that the Dingley tariff which you bring of my nomination for
of the United
law did not exist always, that every the
National Democracy,
one of its schedules is not unchange- States by the
able to be worshipped, that the Repub- gives me a feeling of the sincerest grat
lican party itself was not born until a itude to my party for the honor con
ferred. At the same time, it brings
comparatively recent date and that
to me a deep sense of my lesponsibil
yet the country, on the whole has alto my party as a candidate, and to
They say that its ity
ways prospered.
my
country, in case of my election.
new
to
was
and
owing
prosperity
a
spirit or determination to suc
cheap lands, inviting the brawn and
muscle of the white men of the world ceed in the campaign before us ap
to their cultivation, skimming from pears to pervade the rank and file of
our party in all sections of the coun
the surface of the human ocean its
s
wave-crestof courage and enterprise. try. Of that rank and file I have for
it was owing to a mag- many years been a member and have
that
They say
at all times devoted my humble powe
nificent area of free trade, first beto party success, believing that success
tween the colonies and then between
good. Unex
the states an area that has grown to be for the country's
as I am now called to
called,
pectedly
Democratic-Americaof
expansion
by
the forefront, I am compelled to an
homes, institutions and industry, and nounce
acceptance of the obligation
not by
a
with
sense
of gratitude to my fallow
until it early became
workers and with the hope that I may
untrammeled
area
of
than
any
larger
be the better able to assist in restoring
free trade which exists, or has ever
to power the party whose principles
on
that
the
earth.
say
existed,
They
and
past history guarantee a safe,
it was due also to our freedom from
wise and economical and constitutional
the tax burdens of militarism and the administration
of the government.
consequent ability to devote our re
"I find it, therefore, a great pleasure
sources, thus saved, to the education of
standing here upon the borderland of
the people and to their betterment in the
two Virginias, to receive and achome and industrial life. They point
the commission you bear and to
cept
to the fact that, even during the period
send
greeting through you to the Deof our existence as colonies, that conof the entire country, is it
mocracy
stant movement of laboring men from not
of a closer and truer
significant
the Old World to our shores, which brotherhood
us, that for the first
among
still continues, was going on; that this
time since the civil war a nominee on
movement as accelerated after we be
the national ticket has been taken from
came a separate sovereignty on the
that section of our
that lies
earth and that it was still more accel- south of Mason andcountry
Dixon's iine a
erated after the mooted question of the
happy recognition of the obliteration
possibility of a dissolution of the Union of all sectional differences which led
had been finally settled. They say to and
followed that unhappy strugthat this very movement to America
of workingmen, under both high tariffs gle.
"As an introductory to the few reand low tariffs after we became a fed- marks I shall
make, I desire to say
eral republic, and under no tariffs at that I
endorse the platform
heartily
all, as in colonial days, was proof of upon which I have been nominated
been
have
that
fact
the
higher wages
and with the convention and Its nompaid at every stage of our history, to inee for
president, regard the present
white men working in fields and facstandard of value as irrevomonetary
tories and mines and forests in the
established.
cably
United States, than were being paid
"In the campaign preceding the last
to the same white men working In
election much stress was laid by Re
similar pursuits in the old country.
publican speakers upon the prosperous
They say, that the currents of labor condition of the country and forebodflow, unlike the currents in our rivers,
ings were heard of the ill results, estowards the highest level toward the
pecially to the laboring man, which
place where the rate of wages and the would follow any
change in the presstandard of living are highest. They ent
complexion of the government. It
say these foolish people nearly all is true that the times then were
good,
Democrats that taxes are necessary but it is no less a
fact that, while
evils and never in themselves a bless- there has been no
change in the party
ing to be sought for; that there Is in power, many of the evils
prophesied
some element of common sense In the have come
under
rule.
Republican
old aphorism of having as little gov Four
years
ago factories, mills, mines
ernmental interference with the affairs and furnaces were in active
operation,
of men as is possible, consonantly unable to
supply the demand, but now
with the protection of life and liberty
many are closed and those that are
and property. All of which Illustrates
open are being operated with reduced
to what heights of palpable absurdity forces or short hours. Then
wages
intelligence can climb.
were high, labor was scarce and there
was work for all. Now work is scarce,
la this strain Mr. Williams contin many wage earners unemployed and
ued his remarkable harangue, which wages reduced. The
stands almost unique in its levity, con- which now prevails In apprehension
business cirsidering the occasion, in American fo- cles and the present unsatisfactory inrensic history. He concluded his ad- dustrial condition of the country seem
dress as follows:
to demand a political change.
"It has been a pleasure to us to do "The receipts of the government for
our duty, to notify you of your nomi- the year ending June 30, 1902, the first
nation. This has been a pleasure not- fiscal year of the present administrawithstanding the fact that you had tion, showed a surplus over expendialready been in a manner notified by tures of $91,000,000, but for the flsoal
Hon. Elihu Root, who, while pretend-edl- year ending June 30, 1904,, Instead of
notifying Senator Fairbanks, a surplus, there was a deficit of
'could not get his mind off'n you,' as
From the first of July, 1904,
the darkies say, and whose speech con- to August 10, or for about a month and
sisted principally In saying: 'Go to, a third of the present fiscal year, the
thou art an old man,' and in bemoaning expenditures of the government have
the fact that you might possibly die exceeded the receipts by $21,715.00.
So There could, be no stronger evileac?
before jrou got to be President.
of the extravagance into which the.
might he for that matter.

"There

n

The 29th Triennial Conclave, Knights Templar U. S. A., and Sovereign
irand Lodge L O. 0. P., at San Francisco in September, are the next
occasions for which the Santa Fe will make reduced raates to California.
Any one, whether member or not, may take advantage of the reduction.

Texas

ought to be punished and even the
guilty only after a fair trial. Not so
with our wiser generation in the
case. Again I wonder how we
managed to prosper, as we have prospered so miraculously in all our history, in spite of a folly like this,
even, until a very recent
date; tjut a folly which we have now.
thank God, nobly shaken off.

3
fallen, and no
Republican party has
more potent argument in behalf of a
change to the party whose tenets have
always embraced prudence and economy in administering the people's
Our Republican friends are prone
to refer to
commercial
the great
growth of the country under their rule,
and yet the census reports show that
from 1850 to 1860, under Democratic
rule and the Walker tariff, the per
centage ot increase was greater in
population, wealth, manufactures and
railroad mileage, the factors which affect most largely the prosperity of the
country, than in any decade since.
"The cost of government ha; largely
increased under Republican rule. The
for the las
expeditures per capita
years of the administration given, taken from the reports of the secretary
of the treasury, were as follows:
In 18b0, under Buchanan, Sl.-in
1893, under Harrison, $5.77; in 189 7
under Cleveland, $5.10; in 1901, under
McKinley. $6.66; in 1904, under Roos
evelt, $7.10.
The Republicans now claim great
consistency in their attitude jpon the
currency question, and the president)
in his recent speech of acceptance
said that they knew what thv mean
when they speak of stable currency,
"the same thing from year to year,"
and yet in the platforms of their party
in 1884, 1888, and 1892 they favored
the double standard of value. In the
"The Re
platform of 1888 he said:
publican party is in favor of the use
of both gold and silver as money, and
condemns the policy of the Democratic administration in its efforts to demonetize silver.'
"I congatulate your committee and
the consituency it represents in the selection by the delegates to the National
Convention of the
nominee for the
Presidency. He is a man of courage,
yet prudent; of high ideals, yet with
out pretense; of the most wholesome
and the
respect for the constitution
majesty of the laws under it and a sa
cred regard for their limitations; of
the keenest sense of justice,
w'lieh
would rebel against compounding a
wrong to an individual or to a nation;
positive in
conviction,
yet of
strong in mental and moral attributes, and yet withal modest, possessed of a sturdy
constitution and
magnificent manhood and yet temper- ate in his actions and dignified in his
demeanor. It is not the orator or the
man of letters but the man of rese'vj
force, of sound judgment, of conservative method and steadiness of purpose
whom the people have called to the
office of the Presidency.
Notably in
the contests between Jefferson and
Burr, Jackson and Clay, Lincoln and
Douglass, Grant and Greely, Cleveland
and Blaine.
"Dire predictions were made by our
political opponents of what would happen at the St. Louis Convention, but
they misjudged the temper of the party and the people. While there had
been differences
in preceding campaigns, yet at St. Louis they were all
;

harmonized and a common ground
was found upon which all could stand
and do battle for Democratic principles. A platform was adopted by a
unanimous vote, embracing ihe issue3
of the day and presenting to the people a declaration of principle which
in the language of times, is san safe,
and sound.
"With a candidate whose personalsense and
ity appeals to the good
judgment of the American people, a
platform whose principles ar; for the
;

greatest good to the greatest number,
and a reunited party, earnest for the
restoration of good and
economical

government, we should succeed and tha
principles of Democracy again triumph.
"I beg my countrymen, as they value
their liberty, to guard with great care
the sacred right of local self government and to watch with a jealous eye
the tendency of the times to centralize
power in the hands of the few.
"Mr. Chairman, it 1.3 an added pleasure to receive this notilicatio.i at your
hands.
You have beer, conservative
and courageous as leader of our party
in the house of representatives, a position which few men have filled with
the signal abili. that you have displayed. It will be my pleasure and
duty, at a time not far hence, to accept more formally in writing the nomination which you have tendered in
such graceful
and complimentary
terms and to give my views upon some
of the important questions now commanding the attention of the country."

$100 Reward, $100.

The readers of this paper will be
to
learn that there is at least onepleased
dreaded
disease that science has been able to cure In
all its stages and that is Catarrh. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
a
being a constitutional disease,
constitutional treatment. Hail'srequires
Catarrh
Cure is taken internally, acting: directly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system, thereby destroying-thfoundation of
the disease, and giving- the patient strength
by building- up the constitution and assisting-naturin doing- its work. The proprietors
have so much faith in fits curative
nnwnri
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to oure. Send for list of
testimonials.
A CO., Toledo, O.
Address F. J. CHENEY
,
75c.
Sold by all
Take Hall s Family Pills for constipation.
-

Drug-grists-

Good

few-word-

eating at the Bon Ton.

The Santa Fe Railway announces a
eduction in World's Fair rates to St.
rut i a f rnni Qanta UVi on d o trow ItH- eral extension of time, on August 19th.
eptember 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th, and
October 3d, 4th, 5th and 6th, the rate
will be $43.55 with a return limit of 90
days.

Sunken Byes

with "half-moons- "
under them.
These tell stories of suffering, worry,
and nerve-deca- y
which all underThis foe to good looks is
stand.
quickly dispelled by the use of Palnio
Tablets.
They remove the cause,
render the eyes bright, brain clear
and nerves calm. Cease worrying
and look and feel years younger.
60
cents.
Book Free,
At Ireland's Pharmacy.
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Time for Broken Prices!

ALWAYS IN THE LEAD!

NOW'S THE TIME
At this season of the year Broken Prices prevail
throughout our store and now is the time to buy
your Dress Goods, in wash goods or woolens, Ladies'
Shirt Waists, Muslin Underwear, Silk Skirts, Ladies'
Petticoats and a whole lot of other goods in connec
tion.

::::::

YOU ARE THE GAINER!
We will make a life long customer of you by giv
ing you these unusual values. If you know the firm
and know it is reliabie, don't stop to question the
why and whereof of a bargain, but hustle and
GET THE CREAM OF THE SELECTION!
Anything that you buy here in a hurry you can
return at your leisure and get your money, if the
goods disappoint you in any way whatever.

1904.

ANOTHER SHIRT WAIST SALE!
Unprecedented Values in
WOMAN'S FINE SHIRT WAISTS
We have placed on sale all of out $2,

$t .75, $.50 and $1.25

ONE DOLLAR

Summer Waists for

!

Also a big reduction in prices on all Summer Goods.

SELIGtyAJV BROS.

CO.

THE LOWEST PRICED HOUSE IN THE CITY FOR FINE GOODS!
TELEPHONE 36

P. O. BOX 319

expects to spend several weeks in the
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
Territory, combining pleasure with
Fe
again
business, and will visit Santa
later in the month.
249, 252 and 253 San Francisco St.
Continued From First Page.
Onerator William Goodson, of the
Santa Fe Railway, who has for some accurate description of each of the AND MISCELLANEOUS ADS
time been stationad at Lamy, left to monuments reported in connection with
day for Las Vegas where he will be the survey of the claim for which the
DCDOnUll UCUTIMI
FOR 8ALE
sheeD ranch. If
Ull jt employed by the Santa Fe Company. patent is to issue, and to state at the interested, call Fine
j f LltOUIinL
on
or
address Andrew
in
Mr. Goodson was formerly located
appropriate point in the instrument the Forbes, Saguache, Colo.
Santa Fe.
particular corner reported to be markAdelaido Delgado has returned from
FOR SALE Choice grain fed chick
Manager H. T. Gibson, of the Postal ed or witnessed on the ground by each
a business tri; to Las Vegas.
Teletrranh Comnanv's office in this monument, and will also include there- ens, killed and dressed to your order.
of
BburaTsetuwr
orH
link
Miss Madge Ketcham left th:s morn city, departed this forenoon for St. Lou in such additional bearings as may be Also, strictly fresh eggs, sweet cream.
for a visit with relatives in Es is, where he will attend the World s reported in connection with any such and fresh buttermilk. S. R. Hinckley,
ing
JEWEIT'
JBEXiGflU F1UHEE
WATCHES, CLOCKS,
Fair. He w' l also visit at his old monuments, description
of reported 113 Johnson St.
panola.
Miller
and
left
John
Walter
today home in Illinois, and returns to Santa points of intersection with other apSILVERWARE,
FOR RENT A furnished
proved surveys, and, generally, all da
for an outing of several weeks on the Fe September 5.
front
ta
with
to
near Plaza.
R.
the
room,
J.
whose
Of
Mrs.
Pecos
DKSIGIf
of
River.
respect
KINDS
OF
recovery
designation
Palen,
AIX
Inquire at New
the actual locus of the claim pre- Mexican.
G. H. Astler arrived here from the from her recent illness has not been
Fob Chains,
scribed
under or in connection with
as
as
left
this
hoped,
rapid
morning
south and is a guest of C. W. Astler
fXEgne Neck Chains,
FURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
via the Santa Fe for Syracuse, N. Y., paragraphs 34, 36, 38, 48, 143, 144, 145,
of this city.
Filigree Souvenir Spoons,
on a visit to her daughter, Mrs. Hard- 14G, and 154 of the mining regulations, A few comfortably furnished rooms
Mrs. Norman L. King departed last
ing. Before returning, Mrs. Palen will as far as set forth in the report of the with use of bath. Apply at Claire
Filigree Brooch Pins.
evening for California, where she will visit other relatives
in New York and mineral surveyor.
This requirement
Filigree Bracelets,
make an extended pleasure trip.
will apply to all mineral patents not
New Jersey.
Mrs. L. Bradford Prince has returned
Filigree Card Casts,
FURNISHED ROOMS With first-clas- s
Architect. I. H. Rapp, of Las Vegas. yet issued from your office. In any
from a week's stay at the Prince Sunboard in private family. Also
case
in
which
the report of a deputy
who has charge of the construction of
tent accommodation. Address G, care
shine ranch, north of Espanola.
oth Side Plaza - Santa Fa
mineral
should
surveyor
no
contain
the high school building on the Fort
Frank Emerson, ranchman at Chap- - Marey
mention and description of monuments New Mexican.
Addition, arrived from the north
erito, who was here yesterday and pur last evening. He attended to business as denning the boundaries of a claim
FOR RENT Elks' Hall, formerly
chased ranch supplies, returned home
looking after matters connected with upon the ground, patent will be with Adam's Hall for balls,
this morning.
held
parties and all
until
the
claim
shall
be
shown
to
the construction of the high school
other
and
use. Apply
public
nave
private
beeen
so
R. B. VVillison, surveyor,
returned building.
defined, as required by to
George E. Ellis, trustee.
tne
Jaw
and
official
via
the
Central
Fe
Santa
yesterday
regulations, and
Charles H. Slaacks,
tne monuments are particularly de- from a surveying trip in Lincoln and
FOR
RENT Elegantly furnished
and
of
Denver
the
and scuoeu in a supplemental
general manager
Valencia Counties.
report, duly rooms. Also, rooms for light house
K10 Grande Railroad, arrived here this
the
approved by
surveyor general.
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Jennings, who
well water.
keeping, furnished,
afternoon on a special car from DenNew Mexico.
(signed)
thos. ryan good surroundings. good
have been staying at the Sanitarium ver. Mr. Schlaacks
114 Cer- Inquire
is making a trip
Very respectfully,
left today for their home in Walter of
rillos Street, South Side. .
general inspection over the Rio
Acting Secretary
Valley, Mississippi.
Grande system. He leaves tomorrow
WANTED Clean cotton rags. New
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Dorman returned for Estancia and other
points.
Mexican office. Cash paid for same.
last evening from a several days' stay
MARKET REPORT.
General
W. S. Hopewell, of
on the Pecos Forest Reserve.
They the New Manager
WANTED One second hand medi
Mexico
Fuel
Com
and
Iron
had an enjoyable outing
um sized cook istove and two heating
and M. R. Campbell, of Washingpany,
P. M. Dolan, prosperous merchant
MONEY AND METAL.
stoves to burn wood or soft coal. In
ton, D. C, left this morning overland
at Taos, and well known in this city for the coal
fields in the southern part
New York. August 17. Monov on call. quire S. R. Hinckley, 113 Johnson St.
was an arrival from the north last of
1
this county and in the eastern part easy,
per ent, Prime tiiercan
evening. He came on business.
WANTED For the TJ. S. armv: ablt
of Sandoval Countv for an PYflminn- - tile paper 4 4)jf per cent. Silver 57'
New Vork, August 17 Lead
Pedro Gonzales and daughter, of tion of the coal measures there and the
quiet bodied, unmarried men. between aires
91.10 a o.?u, copper steady, 13.
of 21 and 35; citizens of United States
Mora, who have been visiting Mrs. Per work done on them.
GRAIN.
fecto Rodriguez since last Saturday,
of good character and temperate hab
James L. Seligman, president of the Chicago, AdLMist 17. Close. Wh eat its, who can
return tomorrow to their home.
speak, read and write
Seligman
Dry Gocds Company, left oeus, jue6; uec joy m v.
English. For information apply to re
C. L. Pollard, merchant and post
THE 46TH YEAR BEGINS SEP. I, 1904.
this
via the Santa Fe Rail
Corn, Sept. SSJs; Dec. 5J
.
crulting officer, 250 San Francisco
master at Espanola, came in last even road morning
Oats, Sept. 34; Dec. 30)4.
for New York Boston, PhiladelStreet, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
ing via the Denver and Rio Grande phia, Chicago and other eastern
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
The College is empowered by law to issue
points,
Railroad and looked after business af to
TEACHERS'
Pork, Sept. SI 1.57' 4: Ort, 81 A
purchase the fall and winter stock
HANNA INSURANCE AGENCY.
to its Graduates, which Certificates are to be honored
fairs while here.
by School Directors
for his firm. He will also visit his
Lard, Sept. 0.87'; Oct. JM.97,V.
Writes Fire, Life and Accident Insur
in ine lerntory of New Mexico.
Sheriff H. C. Kinsell left this morn- mother in Pennsylvania while on the
Ribs, Sept. 87.37K; Oct. 87 42.
ance.
WOOL MARKET.
ing for the northern part of the coun- trip. He expects to be absent five or
BROTHER BOTULPH,
Phone 66.
Offices Orlffln Rlnnlr
ty to serve the venires for jurors for six weeks.
St. Louis, Mo., August 17. W01
the September term of the district
is steady unchanged.
Clinton J. Crandall and family re
Twice your monfy's worth at the
court for this county.
rcrruoryand western medium, 20 (a Bon
;
turned on Saturady evening from near
Ton.
nne medium, 10
15
IS;
fine,
Milo Hill, accompanied by two asIti.
Espanola, where they spent a week
left
sistants,
today for Bland, Cochiti camping in the Santa Clara box canon.
STOCK MARKETS.
FOUND AT LA8T.
mining district, whore he will do the Mr. Crandall
New York, Ausust I?. Aiehiao,, ki
v vv v
that 21 ass in the
reports
wwrw
At
A.
l
Frank's Hotel, at Espanola.
"
assessment work on his claims
7"
.,,..
Hp vicinity of
v
voru lant.ro.
tan can be secured
Espanola is in the best of ("r.i tf7, iew
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., Dealers.
will bo absent several weeks.
accommodations
for
condition, and that stock shows signs Pennsylvania, l2iK Southern Pacific," tourists and commercial
travelers,
Governor and Mrs. Otoro left this of improvement.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
No damaging rains s.V78J union racllic, 'tOi'a'; pfd., 91: U Suitable
vehicles for parties desiring
Mecl, rejffi pfd , 59jj.
morn ins via the Santa Fe for the Pe- have fallen
during the summer, alKansas City, Mo., August 17. Cattle to visit the Cliff Dwellings or other
cos Forest Reserve, where they will though showers have been
frequent. wcirKHL siow 10 steady.
points can also be obtained.
be guests at the Field Cottage for a
Native
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steers.
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few days.
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Southern
Cloudcroft!
For handsome doc.
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nected with Surveyor General Morsran
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George w. Churchill, superintendent
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Mining Company on the Pecos River
Knitting and Wash
Cloudcroft!
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L. Bland, of Kansas City, was in Brown. G. F. & P. A.. El Paso. North
Small line of Misses Hose Will Be Sold
the city yesterday calling on local mer- eastern System, El Paso, Texas.
business ever before the
Keep
your
Out at Cost and in Fact Other Achants. Mr. Bland is the southwestern
public by advertising in your home
of
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rticles Offered at Bargains.
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representative
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at the Pacific coast.

He has already
vistied Springer, Wagon Mound, Wat
rous, Las Vegas and other points north
and east.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI-

CO.

S

GEO. W. HICKOX, President

j jt S. 0. CARTWRIQHT, Sec'y ami Tress.
No. 250 San Francisco Street.
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone

number of persons residing on South
ladies' College Street, who have been in th
.
and misses hats. Miss A. Mugler.
habit of sleeping out of doors durin
Pensioners have been receiving their the warm summer
nights have recentl
CANNED FISH.
MELONS.
vouchers the past few days (or the quar- been made the victims of
by
pranks
We
a
can
have
in
number
items
Watermelons
of
and cantaloupes
ter ending August 4.
renders double the servicefl
Df"
young men who make it uncomfortabl
ned fish that are desirable for a meal now at their best. Use them howl,
to Pena lilan- - for them
Pedro
has
Calletano
gone
of
other
sacks
con
any
B5J
writing
by throwing paper
H
that is to be gotten up quickly.
ca to get several boys who have been taining water. The
machine.
majority of th
mue &ea Brand boneless cod is very
Rj8:3Bw. fs
enrolled in the Chilocco Indian School.
victims took the matter as a joke, bu nice
COFFEE.
either creamed or made into fish
No.
Fe
east
train
8,
at least one became very indignant and balls, each can
Regular Santa
or
for
six
seven
Sea
South
Blend
enough
is the best
bound, and due to leave Lamy at 11 intimates that the continuance of the
Per can
25c ever offered in New Mexico ft
people.
o'clock this forenoon was seven hours trick might warrant the use of firearms Shredded
25c price. Pound package 25c,
codfish, 2 cans
HEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, Dealers, Santa Pe, N. M.
late.
During the thunder storm yesterday Codfish balls, only need frying, can 25c
You cannot buy better coffee tSnc
During the past two weeks a number aiternoon considerable lightning was Deviled crabs, no charge for shells in SEAL BRAND, 1 and 2
pouai
of people have been suffering with noticed and much electric ty was in the which to cook and serve, 25 and 40c.
per pound
,
rheumatism, caused by the changeable air. One strenuous flash of lightning Canned salmon, per can, 10 to 35c.
conditions in the weather.
05 to 40c
struck the wires at the Indian school Sardines
Located on San Francisco Street Next Door to Coronado Cafe.
Pablo Crespin and Luterio Garcia, and burned out the fuse of the tele Clams
15, 20 and 25c.
MEAT MARKET
Eno Laba, deep sea delicacy, 2 cans
from Moriarty, were in the Capital City phone at that
point besidesdisarranglng
We
GEORGE ANTON'S Old
still
to supply 0
continue
35 cents.
today buying provisions for their camp other telephone connections in various
trons of our market with tie
Have
Kinds of Fresh cTWeats C& Smoked cTWeats, and transacting other business.
uts of corn fed beef, lamb and
parts of the city. Manager Sparks was
A goodly account at the Plaza Trust
Our prices, considering qualite mm
busy today repairing the damage, which
cAlso Fish, Butter, Eggs, and All Kinds of Vegetables.
FRESH
VEGETABLES.
and Savings Bank of Las Vegas, may was much more than he
ery low. We keep out the fiiet, flfc
expected and
Cucumbers are nice scooped out,
Come and See Us.
Will Treat You Right .
prove a welcome friend in time of much
and all the disagreeable feaarr
he cares to see often
than
odor,
greater
filled with force meat, and baked.
need. Interest at 4 per cent per anof the ordinary shop.
Frederick
administrator
of
Muller,
Yoars Respectfully, E. DOERNENBURG, Telephone 132 num.
Try summer squash, sliced, dippel
the estate of Hugh N. Wilcox deceased. n batter and fried
like egg plant or
Corporal Smeadley, of Company F, has
brought suit in attachment against oysters.
BAKERY.
First Regiment of Infantry, New MexMrs. Marie Francolon for 8355.
In 1899
Green corn, string beans, beets, tur
We are now turning out exctiaianiJ- ico National Guard, is suffering with a
W.
berry a nips, tomatoes, etc., are now in market. ly good bread, very firm, snbstn&tf
San Francisco St.
Telephone 26. 1 severe cold, contracted while in camp at the defendant sold to L. as New
Twitch-el- l
the
known
certain
residence,
loaves, such as one exnects fmos
Las Vegas.
I
nrocertv and located on Hillside
shop catering to the most fastiiSow
J. Ortega,
son of Ramon
FRESH FRUIT.
i
Avenue. It is alleged by the complain
bl
urtega 01 upper raiace Avenue was ant and present owner that the defend
We are now receiving some very nice
kicked and quite severely injured by a
ant was to pay the taxes, which peaches, and grapes are beginning to
burro Mondav afternoon. The victim is
HAY AND GRAIN.
to 4868, but that this part of be good. Plenty of pears and apples.
amounted
now able to be about.
If
you keep a horse or cow ti !
the agreement has never been carried
Work began yesterday on the cou
is
none
too good in the way t
out.
FLOUR.
struction of the dry well at the rear of
We handle everything in that line psik
The hearing in the injunction pro
If you do your own baking you want are likely to need. Hay, new crop at
th Federal building. The well wil1 be
of the San Antonio and Eastthe
best there is to be found in flour. falfa, corn, oats, bran, chop, etc., as m
used for the purpose of draining the ceedings
ern Railway vs. The New Mexico Mid- Be safe. Order IMPERIAL.
boiler of the building.
the best quality and at reasoaxbte
Are now out of market.
land Railroad which commenced yester- 50
Sl.RO prices.
pound sack
In the First Judicial District Court
Asso
in chambers before
for Santa Fe County, the First National day morning
ciate Justice Frank W. Parker sitting
Bank of Santa Fe has brought suit in
We are now getting some
as judge of the third judicial district
assumpsit for 81,000 against William
court, proceeded this forenoon, arguRASPBERRIES
FANCY COLOMIDi)
Watson and M. W. Hoyie.
ments for counsel consumed the mornIf you want to get to the World's
257 San Francisco Street.
ask that the
Every day. Get your supply this week, as they will only
Fair easy, miss the rush at Union Sta ing hour. Complainants as
a
have
continued
be
they
last a week or ten days.
tion, St. Louis, leave the cars right at injunction
the World's Fair gates, take the Santa ca?e now pending rjeiore me secretary
of the Interior in which a decision is to
Fe Central and Rock Island.
Two of the Plaza walks are in very bi rendered which of the two contend
The purest and best Butter made, from the Cleanest
bad condition as a result of a leaking ing companies is entitle to use the road
branch ot the
odor-pro- of
hydrant at the south side of the park. he1 of the abandoned
Creamery in the world. Sealed in air-tigh- t,
between ban
Fe
system
Santa
Railway
The condition has existed for ten days
packages
Antonio and Carthage for its railroad
and is gradually becoming worse.
until after such deciDuring the ihunder storm of yester- grade and track,
This is the main point
is
rendered.
sion
a
afternoon
cloudburst occurred in
day
Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Una
the Santa Fe canon east of the city and in the eontroversey so far. The hoarafternoon.
this
continued
Drawn
Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
ng
as a result the Santa Fe river was runC. B, Vogdes, recruiting officer
ten
for
wide
Major
feet
hours.
several
ning
and Other Gems.
S. army, who is stationed here, is
Many complaints are coming to the U.
New Mexican office regarding the bad doing considerable in endeavoring m jfrBCIALTY
for
lb. Sack
BOSS PATENT : :
the best ofeTery thing in the Una.
condition of bridges on upper Palace get recruits, but finds it rather
lb. Sack
for
CRYSTAL PATENT :
and Manhattan Avenues. The city au- work. However, the recruiting sergeant
thorities should see that repairs are at Albuquerque has reported that he
hopes to report at an early date four
made at once.
Miss Cassy Cross, who is now at the young men who desire to enlist, and ap
home of her uncle, Charles Cross, in San plication for enlistment here ha? been
E. Sailor,
Don Gaspar Avenue and Water Street.
Francisco, writes friends here to the made by Corporal George
New MexFirst
F,
Infantry,
tt
reCompany
effect that the schools there were
Las
who
passed the
Reasonable rates for board and room.
opened this week Mor.day, and that she ico National Guar.),
We handle the Leading Brands of
he
medical
examination;
preliminary
has resumed her studies.
Good table and service.
Well furnished rooms.
In the First Judicial District Court for will be enlisted if proper recommendaAll windows screened. Santa Fe
New furniture
his old home in Peatisy! vania
County, James A. Jackson of tions from
and PENNSYLVANIA RYES
to
Free bath in connection.
areseut
Major Vogdes. The young
Santa Fo has bro ght suit against the
in
Goods
bond, parity guaranteed.
bought
d&
tit i
Ortiz Gold Mining Company to recover man is bright and well educated and
Ho
has
the
into
cavalry.
PURE CALIFORNIA WINES. IMPORTED and
$1,277.57 salary alleged to be due birr. wants to go
CARRIE L. THOMAS,
PhilaA. B. Renehan is the plaintiff's attorney. been a pupil at Girard College,
TOBACCOS
DOMESTIC CIGARS
to
Morris Thomas is conlined to his heme delphia, and desires to enlist in order
a
commisand
finally procure
Our Club Rooms are Large, Comfortable and Airy.
on North Washington Avenue by sick advance
Fresh Flowers all the Time!
Fresh Fruits in Season!
ness. The young man served as second sion as a lieutenant.
AKERS C& TOWNSEND, Proprietors.
A refreshing
shower visited Santa
lieutenant of Company F. First Regithis
and
last
early
and
Fe
night
vicinity
ment Infantry, New Mexico National
Francisco St.
Telephone No. 94
224
Guard, during last week's encampment morning. Rain began falling Tuesday
anaa:
evening about 9:30 o'clock and continued
at Las Vegas.
mornthis
o'clock
3:30
until
intervals
at
Attorney Robert C. Gortner is in re
The downpour was particularly
ceipt of a telegram from Goshen, In- ing.
where
diana, announcing that his nephew, hea y south of the Capital City,
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.
8QI.K Aonyr rtra
was
done.
some
little
Although
damage
ill
Adolph Bade, who has been seriously
rivT FLOWERS A SPECIALTY
with scarlet fever, is now pist the it was cool at 6 o'clock this morning,
59 degrees,
danger period and will recover. lor the thermometer registering
to rise two hours
DECORATIONS
the
WEDDING BOUQUETS
mercury
began
was
the
feareJ
several days it
that
ALL KINDS OF MINERAL WATERS
ji j jt MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLS
later and by noon 75 degrees had been
Tbc Trade Supplied Frox One Bottle to a Carload.
young man could not survive.
FLORAL DESIGNS
For the Democratic Convention at Las passed. Such a combination of rain and
and
Gtfadafape Street, Santa Fe, N. M. Phone No. 3:
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the bantu minshtna is iust what Santa Fe
P.
No
M
457
&
&
Vegas, N. M., August
Telephone
the
forecast
and
need
in
is
of,
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Fe will mane a rate of one an
confaro for the round tHp from all points for tomorrow gives promise of a
of
conditions
weather
the
of
in New Mexico, also from Trinidad and tinuance
.1. 8. CAXDKLAKIO
The
and
prediction
today.
El Paso to Las Vegas. Tickets will be yesterday
301 San Fraucisco St
toon- - sale August 23, -- 1 and 25, good
for for New Mexico is: Partly cloudy
and
local
shtnvcrs
;
and
Thursday
night
return August 27. II. S. Lntz, agent.
The equipment of Company F. First thunder storms; wanner Thursday.
Dealer in New and
mean temperature was
Regiment of Infantry. New Moxico Na Yesterday the
1 UI1III1 t& ll.Sf
ecoai Hand
2
tional Guard of this city which was normal, being 09 degrees. At o'clock
reached
used at Camp Otero arrived here last in the afternoon the mercury
at 4:40
in Rugs
des'iQ
evening and was this morning taken to 78 decrees and the minimum,
the armory. An inspection today devel o'clock in the morning, was GO degrees.
Window crcerssi.
The regular meeting of the Woodoped the fact that Company F. is not
Odd
at
held
will
be
World
short of tents, uniforms or other equip men of the
1
'
,
Fellows hall tonight.
. ''
.. s - is
ment,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Montoya will
who
Fitzsimmons.
of
Thomas
Raton,
s taking photographic
views of the after September first make their home
Southwest for the Santa Fe Railroad in their own residence cn Alta Street.
The condition of Mrs. Harroun, who
system, has pitched a temporary gallery on the vacant lot at the corner has been indisposed at her home, 234
of San Francisco Street and Don Gas-pa- r lower Palace Avenue, for several days,
Avenue, and will spend a week or is improved today.
ten days in the Capital City, plying
J. W. Edmonds, accompanied by his
his trade. Mr. Fitzsimmons is mak- wife and four children, are making a
He trip overland in a prairie schooner
ing his way taking photographs.
has on exhibition at the Bon Ton res- from their home - Sioux Falls, South
taurant several excellent views of New Dakota, to Tucson, Arizona. They
best place to buy Indian and Mexican Blankets, Pottery and Curios, also Mexico. Fitzsimmons is working his have been in Santa Fe ,ince last
Beautiful Mexican Drawn Work, Box 346. way from Trinidad and will wind up
on Page Eight.
All Goods delivered free of charge.
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and up to date drug

IRELAND'S PHARMACY

Santa Fe New Mexican, Wednesday, August 7, 904.

ECZEMA

THE WEEKLY

CROPJOLLETIN

SETS THE SKIN ON FIRE.

.disease causes so much hodily discomfort, or itches,
It begins often with a
jmrc ssd stings like liczema
by pustules or dus
pi swfness ofa the skin, followed
ifem which gummy, sticky fluid oozes, which dries
nfl or forms bad lookinir sores and scabs It
appeari: an different parts of the body, but oftenest upon
ffce nav. arms, nanus, legs
Doar Sir: I feel it my duty to write and let
wnd faix,, and is a veritable you know whatS. S. 8. haa done for me. I M
Chronic Eczema for over fifteen
BJKES.S at times, especially suffered with
and have spent a great deal of money tryyears,
Have used salves and washes
ing to get cured.
Mvifjat sr when overheated
been
and different k'nds of blood medicine, have
Sir tame of Eczema is a treated
in the city, but oould
by the best doctors
of
the
condition
a
on
was
terrible
in
on
ismmsA'i
diti
not get relief. My leguse of S. B. 8. Have taken
the n
The .terrifying itch- - when Ii started
i a n nfr
n ,1
Ai.r fhavo
w - a annt on
i.! hum
vaw
verai idovviv
j j 8B
of my body. I feel like
dsr as. ?u.rti 11117 areoroauceo
mvianvntheruart
-through the
Vo. F
st., 8t.
kh& and pores of the skin
While
t
is overloaded.
adSiwSecy poisons with which the
nrr1 nations, such as washes, soaps, salves
and powders are soothing and cooling, tlicy do not
enter into the blood itself or touch the real cause of
the disease, but S. S. S. does, and purifies, enriches,
and strengthens the thin acid blood and cleanses the
lCczema and all its lerriiymg
jgawsseS system, when the skin clears off and
its diseases free. No charge
and
on
Skin
the
Book
(jSBjtf&ros disappear,
advice.
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ing fast in mountains and on plains;
stock and crops look good.
Hobart W. H. Hough Heavy and
frequent rains have improved corn,
and in fact all vegetation; range fine;
plenty of water
Hood F. M. Cock Weather continues showery, haying somewhat delayed, and that cu" going into stack
more or less damaged; some damage
to ditches; so far crops have not suffered and are in flourishing condition.
Las Vegas Wm. Curtiss Bailey-Hig- hest
temperature 87 degrees, lowest
48 degrees; rainfall 0.29 inch.
Luna J. J. Hale Wheat and oats a
failure; corn growing nicely and will
make good forage; second crop alfalfa
good; grass in fine condition and stock
of all kinds doing well.
Los Lunas Chas. F. Jones No rain;
warm nights very beneficial to corn;
all growing stuff improving.
Manuelito W. A. L. Tarr Warm
and fair, with showers round about;
vegetation needs more moisture, but
is in fair condition; stock looks good.
Maxwell City Wm. French A dry
week; worms damaging grass badly;
prospects for winter feed poor; highest temperature 84 degrees, lowest 48
degrees; rainfall 0.04 inch.
Mineral Hill W. M. Nelson No rain
during week; lots of grass's on the
range and plenty of water, stock doing

DYSPEPSIA

1904

for
"HTlne taken your wonderful "Cucarett"
of. stomach
three months and being, entirelya cured
catarrh and dyspepsia, I think word of praise Is
due to"Cascarets'rforthelrwonderful composition.
remedies
have taken numerous other
but without avail and I find that Cascarets relieve
more in a day than all the others I have taken
WJamesnjlcGu"ue, 108 Mercer St., Jersey City, K. J.
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CANDY CATHARTIC

UiMWIIIAcl!
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good, Do Rood,
Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, 10c, 25c, SOc. Never
sold in bulk. The genuine tablet stamped 0 0 0.
Guaranteed to cure or your money back.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 592

INFORMATION BUREAU OF
THE WORLD'S FAIR.
A St. Louis World's fair Information
bureau has been established at 84
Seventeenth street, Denver, in charge
of Phil P. Hitchcock, where information will be cheerfully lurcishcd.

The temperature has
averaged
ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
slightly above normal, the closing days
Scattered local
being quite warm.
.showers have occurrred, mostly light,
It will pay you to advertise. Try It
jROUurli TO LIGHT.
although a few northern localities report heavy showers. The good rains
SOCIETIES.
Santa Fe People Receiving the Full
of the three previous weeks, however.
Benefit.
con
in
soil
excellent
have placed the
Masonic.
There have been many cases like
dition, and the water supply, as a rule,
Fe.
in
Santa
the
Everyone
following
is abundant.
relates the experience of people we
MONTEZUMA LODG
Crops are growing rapidly, field corn
know. These plain, straightforward
No. 1, A., P. and A. M.
is in silk and roasting ear; alfalfa har
statements will do much toward relievcommunicaRegular
vest (third crop) continues in southern
Such
ing the suffering of thousands.
tion first Monday la
in
well
north
is
and
counties,
starting
testimony will be read with Interest
each month at Masonic
ern; gardens generally are looking fine.
by many people,
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
im
Local
A.
show
marked
trees
Oio
fruit
and
Caliente
Joseph
good,
S. SPITZ, W. M.
Ruperto Mirtinez of Griffin st., says:
showers have continued during week; "I knew that a pretty sure indication of
provement.
P.
CRICHTON,
Secretary.
Grass is making excellent growth, in grass on ranges looks good; stock in kidney complaint is an aching back, but
some parts it lis in the best condition good condition; water for irrigation in my case there was added to that an.
SANTA FE CHAPTER,
for several years. In portions of Col in great abundance.
noyance trouble with the kidney secreNo. 1, R. A. M. Regular
caus
Rowe Samuel Dean Good showers tions. At first the pain across the loins
fax County, however, worms are
convocation second Moo-dains damage, and a light hay crop has first of week, balance dry and hot was the only evidence, but latterly the
In each month at Mabeen sequred, while the outlook for crops and grass doing fairly well and condition and action of the kidney sesonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
THE WJY OF THE
SOUTHWEST
fall and winter feed is poor. The grass stock in erood condition: more rain cretions plainly told me that I must do
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. P.
on the range is browning slightly in needed.
something for my kidneys or aggrava- ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
TO
San Rafael Chas. M. Grover Crops ted troubfle would follow. I went to IreUnion: showers have delayed haying
SANTA FE COMMANDER!
.some damage in San Juan growing finely, field corn in silk and land's drug store for Doan's Kidney
caused
and
WORLD'S
HUB
THE
CITY.
SiUHT
No. 1, K. T. Regular eon- County. Stock of all kinds is doing roasting ears: alfalfa thriving; rains Pills, took a course of the treatment
'lave fourth Monday In each
have slackened up a little, but country and the complication stopped. To show
well throughout the Territory.
month at Masonic Hall at
closes with conditions fa- all around well moistened; stock doing my faith In Doan's Kidney Pills, let me
week
The
Affording quick and convenient schedules and close
W. K. JKlUHi, Hi. u.
vorable for showers and farther
well; gardens look good; highest tem tell you that while working at Watrous I 16V p. m.
W. B. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
ccmections. This is the shortest line to Kansas City,
in crop and range condi perature 88 degrees, lowest 49 degrees
getting out stone for the railroad an
Good
showers acqaintance of mine was compelled to
rainfall 0.12 inch.
tions.
Saint Louis and Chicago, 158 miles the shortest El
K. OF P.
taken
are
extracts
and stop and go home on account of his
The
week;
grass
every
previous
following
day
Paso to Saint Louis.
from the reports of correspondents: crops flourishing; second crop alfalfa back. I advised him to use Doan's KidAlbert H. M. Hanson Good rains being harvested, some damaged by ney Pills. He acted on my advice and SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, KNIGHTS
Through Pullman standard and tourists sleepers
in a couple of days after commencing
of PYTHIAS Regular meeting evin early part of week; grass has made rains.
Lcs Angeles to Saint Louis via Southern Pacific and
their use he returned to work."
ery Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
in
S.
U.
Fe
Bureau
and
Weather
fine
Santa
good
everything
growth
E! Paso Northeastern, through chair cars El Paso to
50 cts.
Castle Hall, corner of Don Gaspar
sale
all
dealers.
For
Price
by
be
soon
will
tem
warm
and showery,
Week closed
condition, although rain
Foster-Milbur- n
Saint Louis without change.
Avenue and Water Street. Visiting
Co., Buffalo. N. Y.,
needed again; moderately warm during perature averaging nearly two degrees
sole
for the United States,
Knights given a cordial welcome.
All meals served in dining cars.
week, highest temperature 90 degrees, a day above normal; rainfall 0.01 inch. take agents
no
JOHN L. ZIMMERMANN, C. C.
other.
lowest 55 degree rainfall 1.18 inches. Garden and field conditions continue
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER, K R. 3.
Remember the name Doan's and
Rates are always the lowest via the El Paso North
Alma Maurice Coates Rain every favorable and fruit trees have been
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance
take no other.
eastern System.
day previous week; grass starting much benefited.
Vallecitos A. C. Giron Crops in
nicely.
I. O. O. F.
Notice for Publication
For detailed information call on or address:
Amarillo, Texas U. S. Weather Bu good condition; frequent rains previ
No.
5252.)
(Homestead Entry
A N. BROWN, G P. A
T.H. HBALY,
reau Principal crops, mostly iorage. ous week.
SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2,
O. O. .
Dipartmint of the I TEKIOH,
are up to normal condition; highest
Passenger Agent, El Paso, Texas.
Vermejo H. W. Adams Crops are I and Office at Santa Fe. N. M. July 13. 1994 Meets every Friday evening in Odd
Not oe is hereby given that the following
temperature 90 degrees, lowest 59 de- all progressing finely; highest temper named
has riled notice of his intention Fellows Hall, San Francisco street
ature 80 degrees, lowest 42; rainfall to makesettler
grees, rainfall 0.29 inch.
a final proof in support of his elaim, Visiting brothers welcome.
that said proof will be made before the
ad
Arabela A. M. Richardson Fre- 0.58 inch.
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. .
receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
register or 1904,
CHARLES E. LINNEY,
viz: Vldal Mora heir of Ale- A. P. HOGLB, Secretary.
August 25,
quent heavy showers the previous
A
Mora deceased, for the wj nwS4 secSection Director jandro
week, and everything growing nicely.
tion 29. e'i neH. section 30, township 13 north,
Aurora J. C. Lucero Very hot durrange9 east. He names the following wit nesses
B. P. O. ELKS.
to prove his continuous residence upon and
Taken With Cramps.
ing week, with light showers, but soil
cultivation of said land, viz: Lit rado ValenWm. Kirmse, a member of the bridge cia, Anastacio Sandoval, of Galisteo, N. M.
is moist; crops and range have imPolito Koybal, Abelino Valencia, of Kennedy, SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. 0.&
gang
working near Littleport was tak N.
M.
cattle
and
promised;
good hay
proved,
Holds its regular session on the
en suddenly ill Thursday night with
Manuel K. Oisto, Register.
and sheep look good, nights cool.
second and fourth Wednesdays
of
and
a
kind
of
case
cholera. His
93.S5. good for 90
InAbiquiu Henry Grant
Frequent cramps
are
each
month.
brothers
Visiting
days; on sale Sept. 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 19, 20, 28, 29,; Oct. 3,
was so severe that he had to have the
showeris; crops better than expected;
vited and welcome.
4, 5, 6, 19, 20, 26, 27.
of grass and stock getting fat; members of the crew wait upon him
A. L. MORRISON, JR., E. R.
plenty
iCS SO. 2 which loaves here at 9:55 a.
Mr.
and
Gifford was called and con
tn., east of Kansas City sleeper runs people more hopeful.
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
suited. He told them he had a medin
Route. I,ow Rates to Wotld's Fair: 15 day
ffw
Angus G. L. Bradford Only a few
the form of Chamberlain's
eets cost $40.70: GO day tickets cost $49.10; tickets limited to Dec. 15 cost light showers in this locality, but soil cine inColera
IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.
and Diarrhoea Remedy
Colic,
Tickets good 10 days, but honpMJEO. Very Cheap Excursion Rates:
is well moistened; will maue
good that he thought would help him out
ored: only in coaches $25.75. For literature and information apply to
Santa Fe Tribe No. 6, I. O. R. M.
crops and with a little more rain and accordingly several doses were admeets every Thursday eve at Odd
enough grates to carry cattle through ministered with the result that the felM.
LUTZ, Agt. A., T. & S. F. Ry., SANTA FE, N. M. the winter.
Fellows hall at 8 o'clock.
Visiting
low was abl to be around next day.
chiefs cordially invited.
Beenham Frank Miera No rain The Incident
speaks quite highly of Read What Accomplished Musicians
C. L. BIShOP, Sachem.
during week but plenty of good grass Mr.
Gifford's
medicines. Elkader,
Say of the Story and Clark Piano A. P.
on range, turning somewhat
HOGLE, Chief of Records.
brown; Iowa, Argus. This remedy never fails.
stock of all kinds in fine condition; Keep it in your home, it may save life.
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE j
"Equal If not ruperior to any lnstru
SANTA FE LODGE .NO. .259, FRAFor sale by all druggists.
good indications for more rain.
BOS WELL, NEW MEXICO .
ment i nave had occasion to use."
Bloomfleld W. A. Ballinger FreTERNAL UNION OF AMERICA
B&rron
Berthold.
THE MILITARY SCHOoZ OF NEW MEXICO
The Wabash Railroad has just isquent showers, and heavy rains In
Regular meetings firs': and third
"Shows such tupTlority of work
hills; ditches damaged
Established and Supported by the Territory.
considerably sued a handsome illustrated World's
Mondays in each month at 8 o'clock
ansh;p and finish as must make
here and in Animr.s valley by floods; Fair pamphlet containing a three color them welcome to any household."
p. m., Knights of Pythias Hall, Don
SIX MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
grass starting among hills and out map of St. Louis and the fair grounds Leonora Jackson.
Gaspar Avenue.
Visiting fraters
New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and
look for winter pasture good; second nd half tone views of the principal
welcome.
J. S. CANDELARltf,
"Grand
In
resonant
de
tone
and
steam-heateall conveniences.
baths, water-workcrop alfalfa harvested and good yield; buildings. A copy free upon request. lightfully sweet and tender." Maihll- - P. J. MARTIN,
Fraternal Master.
P. P. Hitchcock, G. A. P. D., Denver,
tomatoes beginning to ripen.
H. S. LUTZ,
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, $200 per session. Session is
d Bauermelster.
Secretary,
Colorado.
Catskill John E. Lane Plenty of
Hurt terms of thirteen weeks each.
Treasurer.
I cannot speak too h.'ghly of your
rain pervious week, crops doing well,
XOSWELL is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet abeve
pianos, they seem to be unsurpassPUTS AN END TO IT ALL.
although dwarfed by early drouth
All legal blanks at the New Mexican.
A grievous wail oftimes comes as a re- able." R. Watkln Mills.
Cerro E. D. Leon Very good rains
SEGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton, J. C. Lea
of unbearable pain from over tax"Tour
sult
and
sweetness
pianos
embody
two previous weeks, plenty of water
asS E. A. Cahoon
ed organs. Dizziness, backache, liver richness of tone, splendid carrying
and grass.
for particulars address
COL. J. W. WILLSON, Supt.
and constipation. But thanks power and excellent action." Rosa Santa Fe
Chlco H. B. Masten Heavy show complaint
Filipe ant
to Dr.
New Life Pills they put Olitzka.
ers previous week and crops growing an end King's
to it all. They are gentle but
.r tone and
"They are mod Is
nicely; cattle in good condition; pros- thorough. Try them. Only 25c. and touch." Marie
Engle.
pects for winter feed better than in guaranteed by Fischer Drug Co.
Jewelir Manafactnrimi Co.
"I find your planes wonderfully symlast 3 or 4 years.
for
voice."
pathetic
accompanying the
Cooney A. G. Morrow Good light
SUMMER EXCURSION RATE.
Lillian Blauvelt Pendleton.
rains during week; stock doing well;
"Gave the liveliest satisfaction to
grass on range growing fast.
St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn.,
I consider them second to none."
me.
Dorsey Wm. C. Barnes Very favorvia "Santa Fe."
David Frangcon Davies.
able week for growth of grass ; no rain
Special excursion tickets will be sold
"I think it capabl of the fullest exin this vicinity; plenty of water In Red from Santa Fe to above named
points
River for irrigation, and irrigated crops at a rate of $39.55. For particulars pression of musical thought" Ellen
Beach Yaw.
doing well; short crop of prairie hay call on any agent of the Santa Fe.
"I- - my opinion
this season; cattle in splendid condi
they rank among th
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
N. Mondragon, Mgr.
best pianos of the day." Emile
very
tion.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Sauret.
El Paso U. S. Weather Bureau
"Possessed of a beautiful Quality of
You will find no other kind in BurlingRather cool week, about 2 degrees Violent Attack of Diarrhoea Cured tone and a most
sympathetic touch.
ton trains. Cleanliness is a hobby with
Chamberlain's
By
Cholera
Colic,
daily below normal; highest tempera
Fernando
de
Lucia
and Diarrhoea Remedy and
cure a aegrees lowest ti aegrees;
I was perfectly charmed with its
the Burlington and particular people are
Dsn Gasoar Aveaae.
Perhaps a Life Saved.
rainfall 0.44 inch.
of to-- e and delightful touch. Cliughlln Building.
beauty
"A
invited
to
short
time
I
was taken with
make inspection whenago
cordially
Francis 'lltsen.
El Rito P. Lopez Frequent show a violent
attack of
and be
Their tone Is sweet as well as reson
ever they have opportunity.
ers previous week of great benefit; lieved I would havediarrhoea
died if I had not ant Are
adapted for acalfalfa
has
grown
well,
hay
making
gotten relief," says John J. Patton, a companyingremarkably
In summer, cleanliness and good air
the voice." Clementine
rapid growth and promises another leading citizen of Patton, Ala
"A de Vere Sapio.
mean much to the traveler. He wants
cutting.
friend recommended Chamberlain's THE STORY A CLARK PIANO CO.
In the
I
Folsom Jackson Tabor
Previous Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
both. He deserves both. And he gets
Employ only
workmen and no
MUTUAL BUILDING 4 LOAN
weeK very favorable for all kinds of I bought a twenty-fiv- e
cent bottle and piece work or expert
contract work Is done
both.
ASSOCIATION
stock and crops. Past week dry after taking three doses of It was en In their factories.
Of Santa Fe
and hot, with drying winds; grass tirely cured. I consider it the best
They have won renown en two con
Let me tell you about the low rates
on range drying fast, more rain need- remedy in the world for bowel com- tinents for excellence and
worth
$1.40
Is
per share and mabeauty of
we are offering now to Chicago, St. Louis
tures when worth $200. The last
ed to insure winter feed; highest tem plaints. For sale by all druggists.
their Instruments.
dividend was nearly 9 per cent.
sad other points East.
Prices and terms meat liberal.
perature 84 degrees, lowest 48 degrees;
Dividends are credited every six
no rainfall.
Call en the General Agent for New
IMPORTANT.
months.
'"
4r
The Santa Fe Central now has on Mexico,
Frisco J. R. Milllgan Corn doing
NOW! Is the time to start in.
sale round trip tickets for $15, good for
also
finely,
alfalfa;
for
prospects
good
Ticket Office, 1039 17th St.
until
return
to
CloudFarther Information famished by
September 30,
fair yield of corn, whtat and oats.
croft, New Mexico, the most famous
Santa Fe, N. M.
R. J. CRICHTON, Secretary.
G. W. VALLERY, General Agent.
Fort Wingate John Woodgate
summer resort in the southwest For Who will show you the Story and
Office: Catron Block, Up Stain
DENVER
week; grass making fine urther information apply to B. W. Rob- - Clark Pianos In the
several styles and
With
I. B. ft R. H. HAJNNA
of
all
stock
kinds
(Beautiful
doing bins, G. P. A., Santa re Central Rail- finish Mahogany, Hungarian, Walnut
temparatare 83 degrees, way, Santa Fe, N. M.
and Golden Oak.
ex-f.r- al

blood-curren-

i

HPT

IMS,

t

World s Fair Service & Rates

Through Pullmans to
St. Louis Every Day

STORY fr CLARH

Alton-Burlingto-

Pianos !
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$

com-pfet-

sea-leve-

e;

well-watere- d.

Clean Cars with
Cood Ventilation
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Silver Filisreo
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TRIENNIAL CONCLAVE
TEMPLARS.

MIGHTS J)FPYTHIS.

AT THE CLOUDS FROM THE TOP

LOOK

KNIGHT

Maxwell Grant,

At the Regular Meeting Last Night
September 5th to 9th, 1904.
Officers were Installed for the EnSovereign Grand Lodge, Independent
OUR TRAINS. We go
Order of Odd Fellows.
suing Six Months.
19th-25tSeptember
San
in
1904,
FARMING LANDS UNDER IRRIGATION SYSTEJL
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of Francisco, California.
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being ssl 1
Pythias, held its regular meeting last
sals In tracts of forty acres and upwards. Pries of land wttfc.
for
sell
tickets
to
imSan
or
Los
Francisco
considerable
and
transacted
night
s- water rights from 117 to M par acre, according to location,
and
return
a
Angeles
at
rate
of
$38.45
portant business. After the regular
Installments.
be
in
made
tea
s?
nents
Alfalfa,
may
(rate
year
grains,
from
Santa
Fe.
Your choice of routes
routine and a recess at 9:30 o'clock,
all kinds, and sugar beets grow to perfection.
a committee was appointed to escort going one way, returning via another.
Two
Tickets will be on sale August 16th
Deputy Grand Chancellor R. H. Bow- to
All
September
inclusive. For
11th,
ler to the castle for the purpose of further
to Santa Fe
On this Grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M.. are the gaaV
proceeding with the installation of of- agents. particulars apply
Address the undersigned for fall and reliable Information.
ficers for the following six months.
mining districts of Elisabethtown and Baldy, where Important ssssmmj
H. S. LUTZ,
discoveries have lately been made. Claims on unlocated ground tumj
This being done, the installation took
W. D. MURDOCK, A. G. P. A.,
A. DULOHERY,
made under the mining regulations of the company, which are aa jsssmj
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
and
are
the
officers
the
following
City of Mex'co.
able to the prospector as the U. 8. government laws.
Commercial Agent, El Paso, Texas. place,
named: E. C. Tafoya, chancellor comA dinner like your mother used to
Near Raton, N. M., on this grant, are located Us Coal Mines of 4hr
mander; Frederick Siegner,
Raton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be foenA nt
J. L. Zimmerman, master of cook, at the Bon Too.
good wages for any wishing to work during tbs seasons that faraOag
work; J. S. Candelario, prelate; J. K.
prospecting can not be successfully dona.
Sick
Headache.
Stauffer, keeper of records and seal
For particulars and advertising matter apply to
"For
several years my wife was
Evaristo Lucero, master of exchequer;
troubled with what physicians called
That is why you see our teams so busy supplying the wants of the peo- R. H. Bowler, master of finance; L.
A. Valencia, sick headache of a very severe char
master
at
J.
fine
our
arms;
with
ple
acter. She doctored with several pm.
inner guard.
RATON. NEW MEXICO
nent physicians and at great expense,
to
worse
only
until she was ungrow
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
m m
able to do any kind of work. About a
Palace: C. L. Pollard, Espanola; P. M year ago she began taking Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets and
WHOLBSAIrB AND RETAII,
Dolan, Taos; E. C. Kenyon, Chicago;
today weighs more than she ever did
I. H. Rapp, Las Vegas.
These Celebrated Hot Springe are lo- these waters has been thoroug&gy
That there Is some difference
before and is real well," says Mr. Geo.
M.
Claire:
T.
Is
In wood.
Our wood
the best
in the midst of the Ancient Cliff ed by the miraculous cures ates&4
oted
Moriarty,
Moriarty.
E.
WOOD Bon Ton: P. R.
Wright of New London, New York.
to be had & always at your call- Sandoval, Los An For sale by all
mile west of In the following diseases: IhiaC&ai
wellers, twenty-fiv- e
druggists.
Neuralgia, ConrKtJL
geles; Luz Martinez, Truehas.
miles
north of Santa Rheumatism,
aos, and fifty
EM
Malaria, Brlght's Disease of
Normandie: James B. Shureid, M. C
Your order will receive prompt and careful attention.
Bu-rviFollow
from
miles
to
twelve
the
and
about
crowd
Bon
Ton.
the
Fe,
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial. WJkSj
Honsolon, El Paso; Mr. and Mrs. T. F,
Station, on the Denver and Rio tlons, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Gtfis&k, 5t
Mead, Los Angeles; Thos. Fitzsim-mons- ,
Grande Railway, from watch p.int a Female Complaints, etc., etr. Gaa$g
Raton.
OFFICE: Garfield Avenue, Near A. T. ft f. F. Depot .
Phone No. 88
dally line of stages run to the Springs, lodging and bathisg, $2.60 per taw.
H90 FOR LETTERS ABOUT
the temperature of these waters is per week; $50 per month. Stae eatats
from SO to 122 degrees. Uhe gases are Denver trains and waits far
AND
THE SOUTHWEST.
THE LUNGS
The Rock Island system otters 20
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 fet. Climate train upon request This rases te, attthe
year ractive at all seasons, and is sxk as
prizes, of the aggregate value of 390,
very dry and delightful
,Ta
for letters relative to the territory
Tiliawj'.
round. There is new a commodious winter. Passengers for OJo
along its lines in Arkansas, Kansas,
hotel for the convenience of invalids can leavs Santa Fe at 9 a. c&
tndian Territor
Oklahoma, Texas
and tourists. Thest. waters contain reach OJo Callente at 4 p. m. fS s
and New Mexico. Letters should deal
1.68C.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
day. Fare for round trip frwe
with the writer's experiences since he
Price
the ,'lcfaest alkaline Hot Fe to OJo Callente, $7.40. F
being
gallon,
OUGHS and
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.
50c &$ 1.00
settled in the southwest. They should
wings In the world. The efficacy of particulars, address)
OLDS
Free Trial.
tell how much money he had when he
arrived, what he did when he first
and steam-heate- d
The moat conveniently located and only fire-proSurest and Quickest Cure for all
came, what measure of success has
THROAT and LUNG TROUBHotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing since rewarded his efforts and what he LES, or MONEY
BACK.
Ojo Callente. Taos Count?, Sv.-thinks
of
that
of
the
First-clasportion
country
s
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date.
n which he is located. Letters should
av
s?
Mem
Commercial
for
Room
not be less than 300 nor more than 1,
Fine
eonnedted.
Sample
500 words in length and will be used
for the purpose of advertising the
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.
southwest.
Letters are desired not only from
and farmers' wives, but also
Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in the Building farmers
from merchants, school '. sachers, clerCORNER PLAZA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
gymen; from everyone, in brief, who
ST. L DUB
has a stor to tell and who knows how
to tell it.
FALLS
CHICAGO
For circular giving details, write
John Sebastian, passenger traffic manES
NEW YOfBR
I INCORPORATED!
ager, Rock Island system, Chicago,
DETROIT

the Silver Lining. You can

And so see

do it from
above them

places.

Mexican Central Railway
With Its

mm-petn-

Thousand Miles of Track

the

Reaches

GOLD MINES.

Places

of Interest Principal
and Note.
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Not Luck But Results
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CAPITAL COAL YARD
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CURE

THE

Br. King's
New Discovery

CLAIRE HOTEL
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ANTONIO JOSEPH,

of

Proprieto

Wabash Rotrte
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H. B, Cartwright & Brom

WHOLESALE GROCERS

Bon Ton.

SUICIDE PREVENTED.

PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS.

BEN BOTHE

THE

j

t ZEIGER i CAFE

QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors.

Corner Railroad Avenue and Second Street
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE

J

Denver

BIO GRflHDE SYSTEJT

Rio Grande. Rio Grande Western. Kit
Grande & Santa Fe and Rio Grande
&

THE POPULAR LINE TO

Colorado Springs. Pueblo, Cripple Creek. Leadvif!..
Glenwood Springs. Aspen. Grand Junction, Sai t
Lake City, Ogden. Butte, Helena. San H anciso,
Los Angeles, Portland. Tacoma, and Seattle A!r,o
Reaches all the Pr ncipal Towns and Mining Camps
in Colorado, Utah and New Mexico, m

THE TOURIST'S FAVORITE ROUTF
To

ftf

BT.The

m

all Mountain Resorts

Lake City Enrouie to the Pacific Coast
Only Line Passing Through Salt

OOOfl
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ews
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Via Santa Fe.
Denver and return $22.55, Colorado
Springs $19.55. Pueblo, $17.55, on sale
daily, good to return until October 31.
Call on Santa Fe agents.
H. S.LUTZ,
Agent, Santa Fe.
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CHICAGO
AND BACK

Thick and juicy steaks at Bon Ton.
THE DEATH PENALTY.

little thing sometimes results in
death. Thus a mere scratch, insignificant cuts or puny boils have paid the
death penalty. It is wise to have
Bucklen's Arnica Salve ever handy. It's
the best salve on earth and will prevent fatality, when burns, sores, ulcers
and piles threaten. Only 25c at the
Fischer Drug Co's, Santa Fe. N. M.

BETWEEN

DENVER

ALAMOSA
CRIPPLE CREEK
LEADVILLE
OLENWOOD SPOS
GRIND JUNCT N

DlrillNU

tAKb

SALT LAKE CITY
OGDEN
PORTLAND
SAN FPANCISCO
LOS t K GELES

'
THROUGH

SERVICE
ALL

A Lm

REMIN6T0N TYPEWRITERS
MeMr MUfrGAJI PMNT8N0

AND

CO, Dealers.

One Way via
ST. LOUIS With

OVER

TenTays

Stop-Cre-

f

Eat dinner tomorrow and play even
at the Bon Ton.
END OF BITTER FIGHT.
"Two physicians had a long and
stubborn fight with an abcess on my
right lung" writes J. F. Hughes of
Ga., " and gave me up. Everybody thought my time had come. As
a last resort I tried Dr. King's New
Discovery jf or Consumption. The benefit I received was striking and I was
on mwfeet in a few days. Now I've
my health." It conquers all coughs, colds and throat and
lung troubles. Guaranteed by Fischer
Drug Company, Price 50c. and $1.00
Trial bottles free.
Du-Pon-

Short orders a specialty at

Bon Ton

The Santa Fe announces a through
daily sleeper from El Paso to St. Louis
via Kansas City during the World's
ART! Ol Fair period. Connection for this train
TRA
leaves Santa Fe at 9:55 sc. m. and one
section has been assigned to the Santa
Fe office for the accommodation of passengers from this city.

For bargains in all kinds of railway
travel call at the Santa Fe city ticket
ofllce.

.
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A

Southern Railroads.
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mm

mm
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as tmaas tts twywii w
down system, or despondency invariNEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.,
ably precede suicide and something
Nhas been found that will prevent that Dealers, Santa Fe. - M.
condition which makes suicide likely.
At the first thought of self destruction take Electric Bitters. It being a
great tonic and nervine will strengthen
the nerves and build up the system.
It's also a great stomach, liver and
kidney regulator. Only 50c. Satisfaction guaranteed by Fischer Drug Co.

LOW RATES TO COLORADO.

dob Room and Billiard Hall Attached.

THE DEJUfEU

TflMP

mm

SANTA FE, N. M.i

j

Chamberlain's
Stomach
and Liver
Tablets. L. F. Andrews, Des Moines,
Iowa. For sale by all druggists.

m li n
The startling announcement that a m
mAtj
na
preventive of suicide has been dista
pym
covered will interest many. A run

ji When You Come to Albuquerque Don't Forget

bosiw

I

The finest dinner in the city at the

Grain, Floor and Potatoes
Stationery,
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sundries.

E. B, QUICKKL

I

BUFFALO

nothing better for liver derangement and constipation than
I find

June 1st to Sept. 30th
Limit Oct. 31st

$45

55

Full Particulars Santa Fe Ticket Offices
H.

S. LUTZ Agent

Santa Fe New Mexican, Wednesday, August

7, 1904.

MINOR CITY TOPICS.

GOOD NEWS FOR YOU

! !
Continued from Page Five.

uiday and are camped on South Don
Gas par Avenue. They left their home
in Sioux Falls Jun 2, and expect to
reach their destination by the middle

"The Host Delicious

CREAM!

of September.

E

Campbell Brothers Show will exhibit in Santa Fe September 17th. The
show consists of 21 cars, and two adu
0
0
vertising cars with 20 bill posters, who
will be in the city soon.
A number of ladies of the Capital
will hold a bowling party at the
City
m
Andrews alleys Saturday
evening.
Considerable interest is centering on
the probable result of the game.
o
The Albuquerque Browns will Sun
day after next cross bats with the Santa Fe Central base ball team on the
College grounds in this city. The lo0a.
o cals are practicing every evening and
a.
a good contest is anticipated. "
An effort is being made abong the
young men of this city to organize a
1
C
basket ball team and arrange a sched
ule with teams from neighboring
towns. This would furnish a form of
u
popular amusement for the coming
3O
winter.
1
is
A number of small boys in this city
have gotten into the practice of carrying concealed weapons. This is a danS
gerous, as well a3 an unlawful, prac0
tice, and the city marshal, Richard
o
Gorman, should put a stop to it before
any harm results.
Captain Newell, of Company D, First
"O
Regiment of Infantry New Mexico NaS
10
tional Guard, says that at no time were
u
Among our new flavors are
there more than two of the Silver City
ml
ml
ml
boys in the hospital at Camp Otero.
The denial is vouched for by Captain
A 0
565
"8.9
rS
a
Abbott of Company F. CHOP SUEY
CREAM COCOANUT
TUTTI FRUTTI
At a meeting of the Fraternal Union.
held Monday evening, the following of
ficers were elected for the ensuing
N
H
term: Jose Garcia, guard; H. S. Lutz,
(A
treasurer; Robert Montoya, steward;
Philip J. Martin, secretary. The other
officers of the lodge were chosen some
time ago.
The funeral of Manuel Baca was
UU
u ?
held this morning at eight o'clock from
g u 5?
W
g.g
the Cathedral,
a large number of
friends of the Baca family being in atA brief service
tendance.
was also
3 held at the home of the deceased's
su
cfi
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jose Baca on
Cerrillos Street.
Residents of the east part of the city
have been troubled considerably durto
ing the past ten days by boys who
make a practice of stealing fruit. The
owner of one orchard set a large trap
for the miscreants, but in some manner in the darkness several
nights
:
.
ago got into it himself with the result
that he is now getting about with the
assistance of a cane.
The Santa Fe now announces a rate
of $43.55 to St. Louis and return, good
for 90 days from date of sales. Tickets of Santa Fe to Robert A. Davidson, of
m9A9mm-m9mwill be sold on the following days: Au Waterloo, Iowa, a lot in precinct No. 4,
gust 18th and 19th, September 1, 2, 5 bounded on the north by lands formerly
7 8, 19, 20, 28, 29; also October 3 owned by the heirs of Juana Maria
5, 6, 19, 20, 26 and 27. It is not likely
claimed now. or formerly, by Juan
All Kinds of Building Material.
PERIODICALS.
BOOHS, STATiOJVCY, FjAGAZIJVES,
that rates will be made any less for Jose Padilla; on the west by lands forthis limit, coach tickets good for ten merly owned by Reyes Jinza de Roberts,
SORO AND STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE
Headquarters for
deys at a rate of $25.75 will be on sale but claimed now, or formerly, by the
again August 27th.
heirs of Louis Hoffncr, and on the east
rams
last
Heavy
visited
night
the by lands formerly of Charles C. Probst.
Delivered to any part of the City.
section of country in the south part of The land measures from the east side
banta e County, Valencia and Lin 91M varas, on the south side from east
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
208 San Francisco St.
Santa Fe. N. M.
coin Counties. A bridge of the Santa to west 109H
We Hani Everything that Is Movable.
vara?, from the north to
Fe Central Railway, located 39 miles the south on the east side 81
varas, and
Branch Office and Yards Cerrillos, N. M south of the Capital City, was washed
35 Santa Fe
from north to south on the west side 87
out and traffic has been internintArt
varas. Parcel No. 2, lot No. 138, adtoday. The company's telegraph cirSCIENTIFIC EMBALMING
railroad.
MAMUF.CTURBX OF
i
cuit was also temporarily placed out joining the
The book bindery of the New Mexiof service. The work of repairing the
can Printing Company has been so
m At tar
damage was commenced this morning much
enlarged and improved of late
and
it
believed
is
that it will be com that it is the best south of Pueblo to
DEALER IN
Undertaking Parlors
pleted early tomorrow.
the Mexico line and between Dallas,
Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and Hand Painted China.
Tha
Latest
Idtatlflc Methods of tataSaSM
Nathan Salmon this morning re Texas, end Los Angeles, CMifornla.
Calls
or
of
watcbea
Answered
tae
and
trea tt ftrion Day Might or 07 DOROTEO SOU, Aoaa
ceived a telegram from his cousin. An
Repairing;
uoEaployed,
Jewalry wmtk m apeclalty.
The best is not too good for the Bon rlaSaad. Oar Parlors CeasW oi a Nicely aad Aforooriatsly Pitted Up Salts at He. aS
dres Farah, of Las Vegas, announcing
FILIGBU it HOLUiU III
I0M Ui UDIAI GOODS
tne death of his mother, Mrs. A. Fa Ton.
Llacola Ansae, West SMs Ptaza. Santa Pe, New Mexico,
rah, also of Las Vegas. The deceased
247 San Frandsos
ALL KINDS Of PICTURE FRAMING.
was aged 45 years, and had for three U. 8. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
weeks been a patient sufferer with
Forecast for New Mexico: Parti?
Mrs. Salmon left at ten cloudy tonight and Thursday; loca'i
pneumonia.
o'clock for Las Vegas to attend the fu showers and thunder storms; warmer
DO
neral, which will be held tomorrow af- Thursday.
Yesterday the thermometer registered
ternoon.
Mr. Salmon will go to the as follows: Maximum
If You Do Try the New Cuisine at the
temperature, 78
Meadow City this evening &nd will re degrees, at 3:00 p. m.; minimum, 60
turn to Santa Fe Friday.
degrees, at 4:40 a. m. The mean
FIN
MONUMENTS TO ORDER.
temperature for the 24 hours was 69 de
The Bureau of Immigration has just grees.
Kelative humidity, 59 per cent.
Short Orders a Specialty. All the Delicacies of the Season. Open Day and Night.
received a hand-booPrecipitation, 0.07 of an fncb.
published under
21 Meals for $4.50.
Temperature at 6:00 a. in. today. 59
Regular Meals 25 Cents.
authority of the government, descriptive of the resources of Sweden. It degrees.
G. LUPE HERRERA, Proprietor
is in the Swedish language, and while
Booth's oysters any way you want
doubtless very interesting, has not as
54 San Francisco Street, Next to Cartwright Davis Co's Store.
them
at Bon Ton.
yet been read at the bureau, for the
simple reason that there is no one con
The New Mexican bindery has the
nected with it who. speaks, reads and
and has the most modern equipbest
writes the Swedish language, and that ment in
its line in the southwest The
no
is
there
money available for trans work turned out by it is superior to
lating it. The book, however, shows any in all this section of the country
that Sweden, one of the oldest govern and bankers, merchants and business
ments on earth, is on the line with men generally who desire books, such
I
New Mexico in placing its resources, as cash books, day books, ledgers, acMf and outke
trv
industrial conditions and business count books of all kinds for the com"3 la One" JoMibrtSunc.
'j A,
chances before the world in printed ing year will do well to address the
right." Itn'titickyOTftTuaniT.BeTtr
,
form.
New Mexican Printing Company for
Wishing to retire from business I win
my
1
The following deeds have been filed prices and samples. Satisfaction guar
entire stock of
:f,
for record in the office of the countv anteed.
INDIAN
toT
MEXICAN
recorder: The City of Santa Fe to Marv
BLANKETS, POTTERY
IB
, leeks. UacM
The Weekly New Mexican Review
H.
a
Harroun
in
are
plot
anas,
precinct No. 17, Is published
BASKETS. DRAWN WORK. CURIOS. ETC.
by the New Mexican
1 ct,
Uwa aowen in. tooUjf.hial'
M)
north of the arroyo commonly called De Printing Company every Thursday. It
Las Mascara!1, and containing in meas contains the most reliable and latest
At less than Cost
urement from east to west 210 varas territorial, mining, educational, stock
and bounded as follows: On the north raising, railroad social and political
TOURISTS:
of the week from all points of
by the bills, on the south by the road. news
which runs In the direction of the Ro- - the Territory. It is an exce''.ent paper
Do
f
to friends in the east Price
sarlo church; on the east by the land to sand
fire cents per copy.
&
r
do
now, or formerly, of Francisco Lobato;
and on the west by the lands now, or
First class short order meals at the
i
formerly, of the heirs of Luis Apodaea, Boa Ton.
Send for Catalogue
Sign of the Old Cart
together with all of the improvements
CATRON BLOCK, NO. 31 1
SANTA FE, N. M. and
It will pay you to advertise. Try It
buildings erected thereon. The City
Cor. San Francises Street and Burro
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Come and Try Them
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FISCHER DRUG CO.

SHHIOOD

230 San Francisco Street
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CHARLES W. DUDROW,

iUMBER - SASH - DOORS

t.

Santa Fe,

iTMEK

Lc-pe- z,

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

ERRILLOS AND HAGAN COAL

Fine Confectionery and Cigars
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Fexican Filigree Jewelry
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Coronado Cafe
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GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY
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W. H. QOEBEL
The Hardware Dealer
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miss, half of Santa Fe
not visit our Curio Store Free Museum
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